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ABSTRAC'r 
Jurassic rocks in the southern two-thirds of North 
Dakota consist mainly o·-r limestone, shale, anhydrite, a.nd 
s3.lt of the Piper Fort::1ation; shaly limestone, calcareous 
and non-calcareous shales or the Rierdcn Forn!a.tion; shale 
and sandstone or the Swit't For!TlB.tion; a.r),d, at the top, 
non-marine shale and local sandstones of the Morrison 
Formation. 
The units generally are conformable in the deep part 
of the Williston Basin, and are unconformable near the 
adge ot' the basin in eastern .North Dakota. The Poe Member 
of the Piper Formation, however, unconforma.bly overlies 
the Spear:f'ish Formation in the western part of North Dakota 
where Dunham salt is absent; where the Dunham is present, 
the sequence is conf'orm.able. Also, the Morri.3on Formation 
is u..~conformably overlain by the Cretaceous Dakota Group 
axcept in local area-s. where the boundary may be gradational. 
Mechanical-log characteristics or the Jurassic rorma-
tions, upon which the study was based, are such that Ui.Lits 
~ay be correlated with assurance in the subsurrace in the 
wastarn half of the study area. Facies changes and the 
progress! ve thinning o'£ the U..."'11 ts make correlation more 
cifficult toward the edge of the basin to the east. 
Piper limestones. a.nd Swirt sandstones appear to be 
iii 
I 
the most promising for petroleum potential, although to 
date no oil. has been discovered in the Jurassic rocks 
~thin the study area. The Poe Member may contain gypsum 
at the eastern edge 0£ the basin. The Dunham beds are a 
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JURASSIC s·r'RA TIGR..\?RY O.F TEE 
SOUTHERN TWO-TBIRDS OF NORTH DAKOTA 
Richard A; Salisbury 
INTRODUCTION 
General 
Jurassic rocks in lforth Dakota are considered by 
most geologists to inclurle the Middle and Upper Jurassic 
formations stratigraphically equivalent to the Piper, 
:Herc.on, Swift,. and Morrison Formations of' Montana., s.....-id 
to the Gypsum Spring, Sundance, and Morrison Formations of 
South Dakota. They consist of pink and gray lL"llestone and 
dolomite~ anhydrite and salt, varicolored shale_. light col-
ored siltstone, and sandstone. Roeks of this system thicken 
:from a .feather edge in eastern North Dakota to over 1100 
feet in north~central McKenzie County in western North 
Dakota. Nowhere in North Dakota are Jurassic sediments 
found at the sur~ace. The uppe't'!llost Jurassic rocks are 
found over 6,000 reet below the surface in the western 
part of the state near the center of.the Williston Basin, 
and over 1500 feet below the surrace at their highe$t level 
near the eastern adge or the basin in eastern North Dakota 
within the stucy area. 
l 
Regional correlation prior to 1951 was based on only 
a f'ew wells throughout the state. Since the :major oil dis-
covery in t1:atyear in Williams County, North Dakota, sev-
eral attempts have been ma.de to correlate Jurassic for~..a-
tions of North Dakota with those of Monta.na, South Dakota, 
and Canada. However, no recent detailed correlation stuey 
o:f the Jurassic has been made within .the boundaries or 
2 
North Dakota. There is considerable diversity in past · 
Jurassic correlations, in part due to a lack of close well 
control and to the nu."nerous facies changes within the Willis-
ton Basin. Much detailed subsurface study must yet be under-
taken to work out the complex regional correlation of' Juras-
sic .for.ma tions in the W1ll1s ton Basin. 
This study is restricted to the correlation or the Juras-
sic formations within the boundaries of North Dakot~, from 
the 48th parallel to the southern border of the state. A 
similar study by a colleague, George C. Colby, Jr., is being 
made or the ·area between the· 48th parallel and the Canadian 
border .. 
For the purpose of this study, the writer has chosen 
his formation tops to agree with those selected by geolo-
gists of tbe :North Dakota Geological Survey :for the Nasson 
Anticline area or McKenzie and Willia.ms Counties, .North 
Dakota.. 
Methods or Research 
Data upon which this thesis is based were chiefly 
obtained from mechanical logs, and also .from north Dakota. 
Geological Survey Circular>s containing sample descriptions. 
when available., ga."T'.:ma ray logs were used to assure uni-
3 
fc::-mi ty of correlation. In the order of their decreasing 
importance, resistivity and latero-resistivity, spontaneous 
potential, neutron, m1crol.atero-resiat1v!ty, and section 
gage logs were utilized to furnish additional essential data. 
No core3 or the Jurassic rocks in the study area were avail-
able. 
A11 available wells were used for correlation, with 
the exception of those that did not bave the proper logs., 
and some wells in areas where spacing was denae. Plate l 
shows the location of the wells used; some wells, however, 
are too closely spaced to be shown en the map. The closely 
spaced wells are along the Nesson Anticline in northeastern 
:McKenzie County, the Rough Rider Field in southern :McKenzie 
County, the Pryburg and Rocky Ridge Fields in southern 
Billings County, and the Cedar Creek and ·Little Mi2souri 
Fields 1n western Bowman County. Data from all wells employ-
ed in the study are included in the Appendix. 
Struct~e maps ~ere constructed on three major horizons, 
the pre-Jurass1e, the top or the Piper Formation (as defined 
in this report), and the top of the Jurassic. Isopachous 
w..aps were· made of the Dunha~ Salt Beds, the Poe Member of 
the Piper Formation (excluding the Du.."1.ham Salt}, and the 
4 
Piper, Rierdon, Swift, and Morrison Formations, as well as 
o~ the total Jurassic section. Two east-west and two north-
south cross-sections are included to show the changes in 
stratigraphic relationships of the Jurassic units across 
the study area. 
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S'l'RA 'I'IG'RAPHY 
General 
Jurassic sedimentation in the Williston Basin of' 
North Dakota and Montana was strongly influenced by the 
fluctuating interior sea which extended from northern 
Canada southward. The waters periodically covered a narrow 
band or the continent as far south as.northe!'Il Arizona and 
New Hexic o., as far wast a.a the present ?Icntana ~ock!.as, 
and as rar east as eastern North D~kota (fig. 1). Signifi-
cant Jurassic sedimentation, however, probably did not take 
pls.ce in North Dakota until :Middle Jurassic time. Jurassic 
3edimentation in the Williston Basin was arrected r.ct only 
by land barriers, such as the Sheridan A:rch and the Belt 
Island in Montana (Peterson, 1957, p. 406), but also by the 
initiation of the Nevadan Orogeny in weste!'n Nontana, central 
Idaho~ and western Utah, which supplied elastics beginning 
in late Rierdon time (p. 431). 
'!be Saude Membar of the Triassic Spearfish }'ormaticn 
ir:-;mediately underlies the Jurassic rocks throughout :muoh . 
of western North Dakota, and consists mainly of reddish 
siltstone and sandstone. The relationship of the Speia.r:fish 
to the overlying .Poe Member of' the Piper ?ormation appears 
to be conf'ormable, .for the most part, in the western portion 


















Figurs I - \'J~st:;..,.1 u.-.itcd States sr.owing tha limits of Ju.cs~:~ rr:::rlne and ccntt;:urtcl 
sed:;;-.::::;;.fon, ths \Villiston Basin, and the area of s:;;.idy. 
( Modified aft;.;!r Mc:<ee, 1956 ) 
™1 Area of study 
----------------------------------~-·. -····----·-····· 
the south {Dow, 1964b). The unconformity also exists to 
tr:e east where Jurassie rocks overlie progressively older 
sediments until they rest on Ordovician rocks at the pinch-
out in easteT'n llorth,. Dakota. 
The basal secuence of Jurassic sediments in the study 
area is com.prised of evaporitea and. red shales or the Poe 
:Hember, deposited under restricted basin conditions. E'luc-
tuating, less restrioted seas deposited the sediments which 
formed the shales and carbonates of the upper Piper Forma-
7 
cn., the var1eolored shalea., siltstonaa and lir.iestones of 
the Rlerdon Formation, and the predominant elastics {shales, 
siltatones, and sandstones) of the Swift Formation. A re-
treating sea in late Swift-- early Morrison time made way 
for continental deposition in .North Dakota. Eowever, the 
11 thologic changes from the Swift to the }!orrison appear 
slight. 
The units directly overlying the Jurassic (usually 
the "Lakota 11 o!' the Dakota Group) contain sandstones, silt-
stone, and shale { Carlson~ 1965, p. 1844 ). According to 
Carl.son, there was little pre-Cretaceous erosion in the 
basin area. 'W"hereas electric logs usually show a striking 
change f'rom non-marine Morrison reeks (lcw resistivity and 
high gamma ray readings) to marine and non-marine Cretaceous 
sediments {high resistivity and low garr_rna ray chara.cteristics), 
there appears in many cases to be llttla lithologic di.ffer-
ent.iation frcm one unit to the other. 
Pipex- Formation 
T"i::!e type section of' the Piper Formation (narnec by 
I~lay in 1948) is loc~ted about one mile southwest of the 
town of Piper, Montana, on the northern margin of the Big 
Snm.;y Mountains. This section., containing only part of 
the f'ull Piper sequence, consists of, from bottom to top:> 
,}bi ta gypsum, chocolate-gray limestone~ maroon and g!'een 
3iltstcne and shale, gray shale, and yellowish-gray lime-
stone {Nordquist, 1955, p. 100). 
The Piper Formation o! North Dakota is consicerably 
thicker than the sequence at the type section. There is 
some question as to wheth£~r or not the l~orth Dakota Pipdr 
represents the same. stratigraphic unit as the Piper in the 
type locality.. This problem will be discussed f'urt'ter in 
tte section titled .ST-P.J1. TIG'1APF IC CO'RRELc\ TICi~3.. The Piper 
as defined in this report (pl. 2 and rig. 2) is over 350 
feet thick in the deep portion of the basin in we9tern 
llorth Dakota (pl. 
Tbe lower suite of rocks of the Piper Pormation 
{named the Poe Hernber by .i\orcquist, 1955} consists of saltg 
w!..,ite anhydrite., dark red shale, and grg.y to red dolomite, 
and a buff to bro~m r1nely crystalline to earthy limestone 
at the top (p .. 104). :Nordquist (p. ).04) selected as the 
type section or the Poe Member or his Nessen Formation 
{ the Piper For!l'.a tion of' this t"eport) the interval 694 7 to 
7065 feet in the Phillips - Skelly - Gulf l•o. 1 Hoehn well, 
C HElSEt sec. 13, T. 152 N., R. 102 W., McKenzie County, 
8 
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The lowermo3t massive salt beds of the Poe Member 
were named the Dunham Salt 9eds by Zieglar (1955, P• 53) 
and were thought to be added section at the ba.se of tha 
Po·e and. above the Saude. Subsequent workers (Nordqui9t, 
1055, Goldsmith, 1959,.Dow, 1q64, and this writer) have 
considered the I)unham a fa.cies of the Poe 1-'l..ember. 
10 
The gnlt is round only in tbe western part or the 
study area a:nd late!'Slly thins anc! thickens rapidly {pl • .3). 
In sever-:11 ?19.cea the salt hB.s·.been di3solved out, causing 
sl1..lr.lping and a later compensating thickening higher ln the 
section. Where the salt is present, the logs show the 
cha!"aeteristic extended high resistivity 11kick 11 ; however-, 
samples may be void of salt due to soluticn by the time 
the cuttings reach the surface. 
Some of the rapid thickness changes in the Dunham 
may be the result or solution or earli~r Spear~ish or 
Permian salts. If this is tbe case. the solution probably 
took place either just prior to or during Dunham depoaition. 
Another possibility for the sudden thickness changes in the 
Dtmham Sal·t may be post - Saude, pre - Du.rib.am locttl e!'osion 
on top o~ the Saude. 
The relationship of the overlying Poe evaporite and 
shale beds to the Dunhf:U!t is complex in rr~ny areas. In 
some loc~lities ~ rslativeiy trinner sequence of Poe over-
lies a relatively tr.icker section of Dunham Salt., suggesting 
teat salt deposition may have been in part contemporaneous 
( 1\"\ - ...._ .. , 
1-11 th Poe deposition. In other area2 a relatively thick 
.?oe sequence overlies Saude (no salt present in the Lunham 
r,,..., 
stratigraphia:·position), sugge:1ting either 'Dunham Salt 
solution prior to or curing Poe deposition, deeper salt 
:,f ('i~ 
11 
solution prior to Poe time, o~ Poe deposition partly during 
Lunbam time but with local environ:m:ental conciitions S1J.Ch 
that anhydrite a_nd shale were deposited r~ther than salt. 
Another facet of' this complex relationship is seen 
wn~re a relatively thick sequenca or both the Dunham Salt 
and tbe Poe 1s found. This may be cue to continued sub-
sidence (again probably due to salt solution lower in tbe 
section) throughout Dunh9.I11 and Poe time. 
With the exception of minor local thickness changes, 
the complexity of Poe sedlment.&.tion is considerably reduced 
outside the region of Dunham deposition. 
'l'he remainder of the ?iper section above the Poe 
Neinber cons is ts of Nordquist' s Picard Sl)ale (red. shales 
with some siltstone and gypsum} and his Kline i:·lember (red, 
white, brown, a:nd gray limestonesit some dolomite, fine 
grained sandstone, gray-green to purple shales, anc gypsur,) 
O,ordquist, 19 ,o,..,, ' p. - ';), .• l\ordquist selected the type 
section of his Picard Sh:1le Member as the interval 6610 to 
6650 f'eet in the Deep Rock Oil Corporation, }lo. 1 Picard 
~ ... ,ell, C NW:tNEt sec. 6, T. 29 N., R .. 58 E., Roosevelt County,_ 
chose the interval 4386 to 4533 feet 1n the 
Price Drilling c,,mpany No. l Kline well,. C SE4 ~iE~·SE1· sec. 16, 
T .. 157 N., R. 85 -iiq Ward County, No~th Df:l.kota, to represent 
the type section of the Kline Member (p. 105). 
The "Writer acknowledges that Nordc;uist's members of 
his Nasson and Piper Formations (respectively, Piper and 
lower Rierdon of this report) at'e correlatable units within 
at least the western half of the study area. However, the 
author has restricted the scope or this study to include 
mapping only the Dunham Salt and Poe Member as sub-forma-
tio:ri..al units along with the total Piper» Rierdon., Swift 
and Morrison as formational units. Because of the complexity 
of' the relationship between tra Middle Jurassic of North 
Dakota and Montana, and because the author wishes to be 
consistent with North Dakota Geological Sur,rey terminology 
at the time of this study, ha ha.s placed the Dunham 3alt 
and Poe Member in the Piper Formation (Nessen Pormation 
of ·Nordquist) and has includsd Nordquist's Piper .:;~orn-..ation 
in the Rierdon Forrr.a.tion of this report (pl. 2}. 
North Dakota Geological Survey well number 3178 
(United Producing Co., Inc., Vaughn Petroleum Inc. -
Clarence Danielson No. l, 1t:,,.1,t:N-'tJ';t see. 20, T,. 148 .N.,, R,. 97 W.., 
Dunn County, No!"th Dakota) was selected to represent a typi-
cal Ju:rassic section in the western part of the study area 
{pl. 2) .. The following lithologic descrivtion based on 
samples on file at the North Dakota Geological .Survey, 
represents tha Piper section in the above mentioned well. 
'rhe sample depths are adjusted to gamma ray log depths. 
T!r1e color cesignation3 are .from the Goddard "Rock Color 
Chart" •. 
Samples - Piper Formation: 
6703-70 Limestone, pale red, 5R 6/2, 7oj; shale, medium 
dark gray, N4; limestone, very light gray to 
pinkish-gray, -rew percent; ( interval 6710-20 
contains a trace of fine greenish siltstone). 
6770-80 Equal percentages of grayish-red limestone, 
medium dark gray fissile shale, end very light 
gray dolomitic limestone, NB; trace of greenish-
gray siltstcne as above. 
13 
6-780-90 Shale, medium dark gray aa above, QO;o; less than 
5;, red limes tone as above; leas ths.n 5.'~ very lig'l:t 
gray dolomitic limestone as above; trace of green-
ish-gray siltstone as above; trace of medium gray 
calcareous shale. 
6790-00 Same as abova; al.so includes less tha.n 5;:{, brownish-
gray limestone, 5YR 4/1; trace of muscovite; trace 
of quartz. silt particles; trace of fine sand size 
milky quartz particles. 
6800-20 Limestone, v,ery light gray, N8., tq pinkish-gray 
5YR 8/1, 50;;; limestone, grayish-red, .5R 4./2 to 
pale red, SR 6/2, 40.i~j srale., dark gray., .fissile, 
lOfo; trace of muscovite; trace of greenisb-gr~y 
siltstone particles. 
6820-30 Limestone, very light gray to pinkish-gr:;;..y, 80;;; 
15,~ dark gray shale, NJ; 5% grayish-red limes tone. 
6830-40 Shale, da:':"k gray, 50;,~; limestone, light gray to 
pinkisq-gr1:>.y, 40,:ir; 57., grayish-red limastone; less 
than 5~ moderate reddish-brown, slightly calcareous 
shale, lOR 4/6. · 
Poe Member (6848) 
6840-60 Same as above; increased percentage of' ds.rk gray 
shale - 75%. 
6860-70 Shale, darl:c; gray, NJ, 407b; moderate red dolomite, 
5R 5/h; 10~ mocerate reddish-brown slightly cal-
careous shale; some pinkish-gray limestone; some 
roediu.~ gray dolomite. 
6870-90 S'ha.le, dark gray, 60}i>; medium gray dolomite, 30.7;); 
510 moderate red dolomite; less than 5i{; moderate 
reddish-brown, slightly calcareous shale; some 
wh1 te s.nhydri te. 
Dunham Salt (6695) 
(Probably mostly cavings) 
6890-00 Same as above; increaserl percentage of dark gray 
shale, 85~; also includes some light gray, cal-
careous siltstone; trace of clear quartz silt 
particleg; trace or muscovite. 
6900-60 Sr.ale, medium da.!"k gray to dark gray, :N4-~,3, 50fo; 
moderate b'rown shale, 40i,; 5), moderate redc.lsh-
brown, slightly calcareous shale, 10n 4/6; some 
light brownish-gray llmestcne, 5YR 6/1; 5-107; · 
white anhydrite. 
6960-70 Shale, dark gray, 601,; mod~r::t.te brown shale, 
5YR 3/4 - 5YR 2/4, 30fo; 10~ white, powde:rj" anr.y-
drite. 
-· t •1 ... ...,. 
6970-10 Same as above; also includes some !ll.Oderate reddi~h-
brown shale; 6090-7000 has trace of light gray 
lime atone. 
7010-16 Same as above; dark gray shale percentage increased, 
15.,., . 
Total interval - 313 reet. 
J 
Rierdcn Formation 
The Rierdon Formation or this report, which includes 
the Tampico Shale, the ?iremoon Limestone, and the Bowes 
Hembers of' Nordquist's Piper Formation plus an overlying 
u..~it he calls the Rierdon Formation, appears to conrormably 
overlie the Piper Formation of this report (Nordquist's 
Nessen· Formation). In the southwest part or the study 
area, the Fire~oon Member of Nordquist app~ars to rest on 
the Piper Formation, suggesting an unconformable.relation-
ship in that a~ea (pl. 15). 
The Tiierdon is over 350 feet thick :tn the deeper part 
or the basin in McKenzie County and pinches out in the east-
ern part of' the state, overlapping the Piper in most areas 
by approximately 10 to 50 miles (pl. 6). 
Gobban (1945., P• 1277) named the Rierdon in 1945 a.nd 
selected the type locality in Rierdcn Gulch, sec. 23., 
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T,, 24 N., R. 9 w., Montana.. At the type locality the 
Rierdon ls 137 feet thick and consists o.f alternating gray, 
calcareous shales and limestones ( p. 1279). In the study. 
area the Rierdon is comprised of dark and medium gr-.J.y, and 
..----_-.--~----
gray1sh-redi calcareous shales, medium and light gray lime-
stones, and some siltstone. 
The following 1s a da9oripticn or the Rierdon ?or!"'...ation 
based on samples of North Dakota Geological Survey well num-
ber 3178 (used for the Piper Formation, pl. 2). 
Samples - Rierdon Fo!'r"._.ation: 
6413-90 Limestone, medium: gray, N5, dolomitic, dense; 
much calcareous shale, medium gray; trace of' red-
br,own shale; trace or cark gruy shale (6450-60, 
5-h or more, 6470-80, less than l)!:1); trace of olive 
shale; trace of white limestone. 
6l~90-10 Limestone, meo1u.~ gray, N.5. 
6510-40 Limestone, mediu..~ gray, N5; 5% dark gray shale, 
NJ, chunky to slightly fissile. 
6540-50 Shale, grayish-red, 5R 4/2, very calcareous, 50%; 
dark gray shale, NJ, }.J.Oj;; medium gray limestone, 
ti5, 10?,::i• 
6550-60 Same as above; increased percentage of dark gray, 
non-calcareous shale. 
6560-70 Same as above; increased percentage of medium 
gray limestone. 
6570-80 Same as above; equal percentages or grayish-red, 
very calcareous shale, medium gray limestone, and 
dark gray, non-calcareous shale. 
... 
6580-90 Same constituents as abov~: grayish-red, calcar-
eous shale reduced to 5:i>. 
6590-00 Same as above; some ve!'y light gray limestone, 
N8; some very light gray calcareous siltstone. 
6600-~0 Shale, dark gray, NJ, fissile, 60-701~; 10~ very 
light gray, fine, calcareous siltstone; meditun 
gray limestone, N5; some grayish-red, calcareous 
shale. 
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661+0-0) Same as above; dark gray sha.le percentage decreased 
to 40%; increased percentage of' mediu.~ gray lime-
stone; less than 5% very light gray limestone, N8; 
1-2% grayish-red limestone; some medlu..~ gray, cal-
careous er..ale; trace of' siltstone. 
Total interval - 290 feet. 
Rierdon sediments apnarently represent relatively quiet 
water deposits (as coarse elastics are scarce} u.vider less 
rsstrictad conditions than Piper se<limentation (evaporites 
a~e rare). 
Th-a top of the Riercion is identified regionally by 
a criaracteristic mechanic3..l log marker called the "Rierdon 
Shoulderu (Francis., 1056, p. 31), represented by a sharp 
increase in radioactivity and decresse in resistivity as 
one moves up on the log from the Rierdon limestone into 
t~e overlying shales (pl. 2). 
Swift Formation {Re9tricted) 
The Swift Formation, named by Gobban (1945), at its 
type loCB.li ty ( Switt Reservoir, 
consists of 135 fee.t of' a lower dark gray, non-calcareous 
si:"iale U..."11 t .and an Uyper unit of 11 flaggy ripple-marked 
sandstonetr with glauconite ~nd black-gray fissile shale 
{p,, 128J). 
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Although ft'rancis ( 1956,, p. SO), 3m1 th ( 1957,, P • 106), 
and Storey (1958~ p. 92) gene~ally agree that the Swi£t 
unccnformably ove!'lies the Rierdon ( outside tbe study area), 
S'ranci.s states that this unconformity may not extend into 
the central part of the Williston Basin (p. 50). In the 
western portion of the study area, the Swift· appear3 to 
O'Jerlie the Rierdon ccnformably. The isopachous pattern 
of both the Rierdon and Swift Formations suggests the possi-
bility of local unconformable conditions. The east-west 
ct"o~rn <sections {plates 13 and 11.i} show the Rierdon to 1m-
conformably underlie the Swift in eastern North Dakota as 
t~e Swirt thins. 
The Swift as used in this report (pl. 2) has been 
restricted to the lower shale and middle sandstone unitso 
In the weste~ part of the study area, it was impossible 
to correlate tr.e ton of the ntrue 11 Swift with mechanical 
logs; thus, a charac~eristic sandstone or siltstone marker 
(pre3umably the same one used by Schmitt, 1953) was selected 
lower in the section for cor~elation purposes. Above this 
m.a~ke~, dark grsy, glauconitic shales, which merge into 
' 
lighter colored, supposedly non-marine shales of the Morrison 
?ormation, are found. 
The .S·wi ft ( restricted) is over 250 feet thick in north-· 
eastern .McKenzie County anc thins to a feather edge in east-
ern North Dakota (pl. 7),, Localized araas of Sw:U't thicken-
ing, corre3ponding to Rierdcn thickening, are probgbly the 
re9ult of continued loc~l subsidence due to salt solution 
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deeper in the section. 
Dark gray and olive shales and calcareous, glauconitie 
ss.ndstones and siltstones comprise the Swift in the study 
area. 
Below is a lithologic description or the Swift Porn'..a.-
tion {restricted} basec on samples from the previously 
n:.entioned North Dakota Geological Survey well number 3178. 
selected to represent a typical Jurassic sequence in tbe 
western part of the area under investigation (pl. 2}. 
Samples - Swift ?ormation (restricted): 
6198-20 Shale, dark gray, N3, fissile; slightly calcareous, 
very coarse., light gray shale, N6-117, 30-40%; 
som.e calcareous., light olive-gray siltstone, 
5Y 6/1; trace of muscovite. 
6220~30 Dark gray sh~le as above; coarse light gray shale 
as above, 15}i; 15?<> yellowish-gray silt.stone, 
5Y 7/1, somewhat coarser than the coarss light 
gray shale; trace of muscovite. 
6230-40 Shale,, dark gray, NJ; olive gray, slightly cal,:ar-
eous :9hala., 5Y 5/1, 20-.30~,; 57., yellowish-gray, 
calcareous siltstone; some muscovite flakes. 
6240-50 Shale, dark gray, as above; less than 5% olive, 
slightly calcareous shale, as above; some yellow-
ish-gray, calcareous siltstone as above; some mica 
rlakes, as above; trace of red shale. 
6250-70 Shale, dark gray, as above, NJ; fine to :medium, 
yellowish-gray, calcareous siltstone, 40i"6, 51' 7/l; 
less than 55& olive shale as above; n,..any mica flakes 
(50-100); trace of moderate brown shsle. 5YR 3/4. 
6270-80 Sha.le, dark gray, as .abov-a; 20-2_5;.; calcareous silt-
stone, as above, some particles with abundant 
glauconite; olive shale as above, slightly cal-
ca~eous~ small percentage; trace of muscovites 
Shale, dark gray, as above, slightly more coarse 
than above; siltstone, as above, less than 10,1>, 
slightly glauconi tic; 57; olive shale• as above; 
trace of' mica. 
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6290-00 Shale, dark gray, as above; small percentage of 
olive shale, not calcareous; less than 5~ siltstone, 




Shale:> da.rk gray, :NJ; less than 51~ calcs.reou.a 
siltstone as above; 5~ olive to light gray shale. 
Sb1le, dark gr:ay, ?~~; 5fo 011,,e,. slightly wax:, 
shale, 5':l 5/1; .5-10:,&.yellowish-gray siltstone, 
as above, >Y 7/1 to !47. · .. 
Shale, dark gray, as·above; siltstone, as above, 
some glauconitic; some lighter colored gray 
snale, N5. 
6350-60 Shale, as above; trace oi' red shale and pyrite .. 
6360-70 Shale, dark gray; 20k or more o.f calcareous, 
olive-gray to gray shale, SY 4/1 NS; some 
cal~areous siltstone, as above. 
6370-80 S'hale, dRrk f;ray, as above; 50'.<b very calcareous., 
medium gray to olive-gray shale, N5 - 5Y 4/1; 
some silt.stone; trace of brownish-red shale .. 
6380-90 Shale, dark gray., as above; medium gray, calcar-
eous shale II as above, 50?:1; trace of red-brown shale,. 
. . 
6390-13 Shale, dark gray, as above; 50% medium gray, cal-
careous shale, as above; trace or siltstone. 
Total interval - 215 feet,. 
Mo'.l"rison .F'orma. tion 
'l1he Horrigon Formation was named and defined by 
Cross in 1894 for a suite of greenish, -pinkish, and gray 
shales with sandstones and some fresh water limestones 
and gypsum. Tee formation, exposed near the town o:t: 
Morrison, Colorado, is 350 f'eet thick and contains dino-
saur remains (Cros3, 1894, p. 2). 
In North Dakota the Morrison is comprised of light 
gray-green shal.e with Btnall amounts of limestone and cal-
careous sandstone and siltstone {Middleton.17 1957, p .. 59). 
A description o~ Morrison cuttings from North Dakota 
Geological Survey well number 3178 follows. This descrip-
tion ineludes the sequence of rocks frcm the Cretaceous 
boundary (base of the Lakota) down to the Swif't marker bed 
described previously. Thus, the lower part of the section 
contains ntrue n Swift samples. 
3a::nples - Morrigon Formation: 
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5900-90 Shale, dark gray, MJ, rissile; trace of quartz 
sand3tone or siltstone (large sand sized particles 
com.posed of smaller clear quartz silt sized parti-
cles). 
5990-00 Shale, da:rk gray, NJ, as above; trace 01· sandstone 
or siltstone, as above; some silt grains, b!"o1,JI1ish-
gra:y, SYR 5/1. 
6000-30 Shale, dark gray, as above; some medium gray to 
bro,mish-gray siltstone, Ii5-5YR 5/1; trace of 
composite sandstone or siltstone particles, as 
above; trace of' pyrite. 
6030-50 Shale, as above; some s1ightly ca1careous silt-
stone, as above; trace of waxy, light to dark 
olive-gray shale, 5Y 5/1; trace of clear quartz 
composite sand size particles composed or weakly 
cemented silt size grains, as above. 
6050-60 Mis3ing 
6060-90 Shale,. dark gray, UJ, f'lssile, ss above; 15-JO;i& 
calcareous, glauconitic (ciark yellowish-green 
glauconite, lOGY 4/4), medium gray silt, NS; 
trace of waxy shale, as above; trt1ce of pyrite. 
6090-00 Shale, dark gray, as above; calcareous siltstone, 
as above, some glauconitic silt particles; some 
medium gray shale, :N.5. sligi"tly calcareous; one 
brachiopod, inte~n~l mold, six millimeters wide. 
6100-10 Shale., dark gray, as above; calcareous., glaucon1-
tic siltstone., as above; trace o:f botryoidal 
glaueonite. 
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6110-.50 Shale as above; calcareous siltstone, as above, 
N5., 40~; so::1e sh9.le, becoming slightly more bloch.7 
downward; trace or rounded quartz grains. 
6150-60 
6160-98 
Shale as above; calcareous siltstone (some medium 
gray., N5, and some olive gray, 5Y 5/1). 
Shale as above; trace of composite quartz sand 
sized particles - cor.rposed of silt sized grains; 
no siltstone. 
Tota1 interval - 298 reet. 
Usu~lly no distinct break (either on mechanical logs. 
o:~ sa!nple logs j is rotlnd bet1,reen the 11true O Swift and the 
Morrison shales .. Oceasionally, there is a lithologlc dis-
tinction between the soft gray shales of the Morrison and 
the :flaky, greenish-gray shales of the upper 11 tl"'Ue 11 Swift 
( m 19 ,.,,. 1. .J7} · , ,.cwse, .::,4-, :p. LJ.? • 
The Mo!"1"1son apoears to conformably overlie the Swift 
in western North D1,kota ( wha!'e the ex.tended Morrison -
including part of' the 1•true 11 Swift - is over 400 .feet 
thick in northwestern NcKenzie County). ·rce Norr1scn 
probably uncon.formably overlies the Swift as the former 
pinches out in eastern North Dakota. 
Apparent sandstone stringers, shown by increased 
resistivity on the logs, develop in localized areas east-
ward acro9s :No!"th Dakota (especially in the northern part 
of the area studied}. 
'l'h.e :Morrison Lsopachous map Cpl. 8) is char3.cterizee 
by many loc·:1.lized thick and thin areas. Some of the 
~elatively thicker sections are apparently due to salt 
solution lower in the seetion during Morrison time. 
Other thickness changes are probably the result of local 
erosion prior to Cretaceous deposition. 
Ar1 inter.es ting anomaly occurs in the Worley and. 
Farrell. Inc., Jack Be-nz No. 1 well CN .D.G .. s • .No • .378) 
where the Morl"ison has apparently thickened to 396 feet 
from 199 reet in the Deep Rock Stanolind• J. Brusich No. 1 
well less than l! miles away. The thickened unit appears 
to represent an added section at the top of' the Morrison~ 
probably having been depo3ited sometime between the ter-
mination of normal Mor~ison deposition and the initiation 
or Cret~ceous sedimentation. 'I'his would suggest that the 
Dakota Group (Cretaceous), ccnsisting of marine and non-
marine sandstones and shales, unconrormably overlies the 
.Morrison. 
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Al though most logs show a a triking low ganm:ia ray 11kick 11 
above the top or the Morrison, representing sands of the 
"Lakota" of the Dakota Group, some lithologic descriptions 
ol"' well cuttings ( including the well shown on plate 2) 
give no indication of a change from shales of the Harrison 
to sands of the "Lakota", but rathe!' show an uninterrupted 
sequence of shales across the 11 boundaryu .. This apparent 
complexity may be indicative of local environmental condi-




The present usage of' the terms Piper, Riardon, Swif't. 
and Morrison Formations !.n the North Dakota part of the 
Williston Basin is an outgrowth of' the nomenclatural 
history ot' the area. The maintenance of' these terms rn.ay 
be justified, at least in part, by the Tact that the most 
recent reports on the basin have indicated that these units 
appear to be strati.graphically, and in.part lithologically, 
equivalent to these .formations in their type areas. ;..nereas 
some writers would rather use the term 0 Sundancf:." 11 for the 
Riera.on and· Swi.ft Formations, the author believes :!:t pos-
sible to diff'erentiate these two units, as well as the 
Piper and the Morrison, throughout much of the study area. 
The writerts experience indicates that correlation or these 
formations across approximately the easter~ third of the 
area, however., may be tentative due.to facies changes and 
thinning of these Jurassic units. 
The tops selected by the WT'iter in this report are 
in agreement with North Dakota Geological Survey usage in 
McKenzie County .. The author e::;ctended his correlations 
from this area. 
Piper Formation 
As mentioned in the section titled STRA'1:IGRA.PRY., the 
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Piper Formation of this report (corresponding to present 
North Dakota Geological Survey usage) lie~ below Nord-
qu1st•s Piper Formation and correlates with his Neason 
?ormation (.f'ig. 2). Although the writer restricted this 
study to North Dako~a and thus did not attempt to solve 
this questionable relationship. it seems pertinent to 
discuss briefly the 11.Piper proble::ii1'which results from 
complex regional stratigraphic relationships a.-:.d :nomen- .. 
clatural applications. 
Imlay (19h7, 1948, and 1954) believed that the Gypsum 
Spring Formation or Wyoming, southern Montana, and South 
Dakota {upper Bajocian and Bathon1an in age) correlated 
both stratigraphically and fau..~ally with the Sawtooth and 
the Piper of' Montana. Nordquist (1955) p!"oposed tba.t the 
name "Sawtooth Po:rma.tion11 be restricted to the area west 
of the Sweetgras.s Arch and the name "Piper For:rri.a tion II ba 
appl!ed to so-callee 11 equivalent rocksu east of the Arch. 
Scrr:itt {1053), ·I'o~·se {1954), and You~""'lg (1955) state that 
the Gyp3um Spring Formation of South Dakota can be Corre-
la. ted with the Piper of 1{ orth Dakota. However, Nordquist 
(1955) cla.i!lls that be 13 able to coPrelate the Piper o.f 
1'-'ionta.na wit};l the lower Rierdon of this repo:r-t (f'ig. 2). 
Thus his Piper overlies the North Dakota Piper, which is 
his l~esson For!r'.a tion. Re therefore believes ·that the 
0 Piper limestone" or Montana is not the same as the 11 :Piper 
11.:rr..estone 11 as commonly used. in mechanical-log picks in 
North Dakota .. Storey (1958) states that tbe Sawtooth a£ 
Hontana is not equivalent to the Piper or Montana but 
overlaps the older Piper limestone; thus 11 there is no 
such thing as the upper Piper 111'1Wstone, but rather the 
Sawtooth 0 (p. 94). Storey further claims to have traced 
the 11 R1erdon 11 o:f the Williston Basin ( 11corresponding to 
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the upper part of the Midcle Jurassic h1atU3 in the Bla.ek 
Htlls,, i.e., the Sawtooth and the upper half o:f the Gypsum 
Spring 1ntervaln) to the Sweetgrass Arch where he says it 
corresponds to the Sawtooth and the uppermost GypsU!Tl Spring 
or to the 11 Sawtoothn or nPlpertt of Imlay and others. 
As can be seen from the previous discussion, the 
relationship between the Middle and early Upper Jurassic 
rocks of North Dakota. and those cf Montana is complex. 
These relationships can be solved only by .further detailed 
study., with closely spaced well control outside of' North 
Da..kota. 
Dunham~~. Piper Formation 
The Dunham Salt of' the l)iµer Formation is fou...;d almost 
entirely within the western t"hi!"d o.f :North Dakota (pl. 3) .. 
In areas of close well control the s~lt is observed to 
d '°' .Pf' d" 11 " thi , ' 'hl as t.he result o:C ... i_er ra. ... ca_ y .... n . c mess, prooa- y 
local Dunha.."'ll Salt solution. However., it may be the result 
of an intensely eroded Spearfish surface, which le.ft local-
ized basins for salt deposition next to higher land areas .. 
The salt is generally absent over the Nessen Anticline, 
indicating t1:iat the anticline was prob.s.bly active during 
Dunham ti.me or that the Dunham may have been deposited 
over the anticline and later dissolved. 
Poe Member, Piner Formation ----
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The Poe evaporite and shale unit, overlying the 
Dunham in the area of salt deposition and in other areas 
.found at the base of the Piper, appears to be relatively 
consistent as a. unit (on mechanical logs) throughout the 
study area. The Poe is eventually overlapped by the over-
lying limestones of the upper part o:f the Piper Formation 
(Kline Member o:r."' .Nordquist) in the ea.stern part o:f the 
state in ~ells County (pl. 1)). The southern east-west 
cro3s section (pl. 14) shows the upper Piper limestones 
overlapping the Poe evaporites in western Logan County. 
Plate,,l.4 also indicates that the Poe thins relatively 
sbruptly in Morton Cou..."1.ty and then thickens again eastward .. 
Near the edge o.f the basin it is overlapped by the upper 
Piper rocks. Dow (1964a, unpub. thesis, pl. 4) shows a 
similar lsopach patte~n for the underlying Saude Member 
of' the Spear.fish Formation in :Morton and Gra.n·t Counties. 
The area probably remained slightly hig~er than the_surround-
ing territory during; all of Spearfish and most of ?oe tL"'ne. 
'l'he higher land mass r.19.y have been a peninsula extending 
northward from South Dakota. 
In the western part of the state., the Poe Member thins 
:t'rorn. north to south (pl. 15) into Billings County11 but 
thickens again southwestward into Slope and Bowman Counties 
where either the area was slightly negative at the tima 
or the Spearfish surface had been eroded to such a 1e,1el 
as to allow the deposition or an increased Poe section. 
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The Poe thickens abnorm~lly 1n northweatern Dunn 
County. This may be due to salt solution (possibly Dunha~, 
since there is no Dunham present in a region of salt deposi-
tion). Another hypothesis ls that the Foe thickening may 
be related to the structural activity associatec with the 
Nasson Anticline just to the north (upwarping of the Nasson 
Anticline ma.yhava caused downwarp:tng to the south}. 
The "thinu in Mercer County (shown on the Poe isopach 
map, pl. 4) may be associated with a positive area which 
may have remained slightly positive into Rierdon ti:ne but 
shifted southward during post-Poe, pre-Rierdon time (as 
indicated by the Rierdon isopacrous map, plate 6, showing 
thinning to the south). 
The Poe Member of this report corresponds to the upper 
unit of' the Watrous Formation of' Milner and Thomas (19.54, 
p. 257) in Saskatchewan, and tbe Upper Amaranth unit of. 
Stott in Manitoba (1955, p. 16). 
Uuoer Piner~ 
The re~.ainder of the Piper Formation, above the Poe 
Member, appears to be relativ~ly uniform as a unit, but 
individual beds within the unit change in mechanical-log 
characteristics and can be .followed only short distam1-:,s 
a.cross the study area. Th-e top of the Piper F'ormation c.nn 
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be correlated with a reasonable degree of assurance through-
out much of the study area, because it is usually overlain 
by ahales indicated by a combination of high gamma ray .and 
low resistivity readings on mechanic:~l logs. The ?iper 
limestones im.~ediately below give low gamma ray and high 
resistivity readings. 
In the south, the upner Piper thickens slightly ea3t-
waid, apparently due to en increased shale section just 
above the Poe Member (corresponding to Nordquist•s Picard 
S~ale Member or his Nasson Formation). 
The isopachous lllap of the total Piper Formation (pl. 5} 
shows a relatively rapid thickening from east to west in 
the northern part of the area as opposed to a more gradual 
thickness change in tha south, possibly indicating that 
the northern part of the study area was subsiding faster 
than the southern portion. The total Piper thins relatively 
ra?idly just east or the eastern north-south cross section. 
'Toi s rapid thinning may represent a. hinge line loc"' ted in 
Wells, Kidd.er, Logan, and McIntosh Counties at the eastern 
edge of' the Williston Basin during Piper time. 
The upper ?iper is only slightly thinner in the region 
of the Neason Anticline than the sequence just east of the 
anticline, indicating that the Nessen Anticline wa3 only 
slig'btly active during Upner Piper time. 
The upper Piper as used in this renort CO!'T'esponds 
to the Gypsum Spring Formation of' the Black Hills (Francia, 
1957, P~ 375), to the lower unit of the Gravelbourg Formation 
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of Milner and Thomas 1n Saskatchewan (Francia., 19.56, · fig. 2), 
and to the Reston Formation of Stott in Manitoba {Pra.ncis, 
19.56, :fig. 2). 
Rierdon Formation 
The Rierdon of this report (pl. 2) con3iats of' the 
sequence of rocks immediately above the Piper Formation 
(or Hesson ?ormation of :Nordc;_uist) up to the well-known 
:{1erdon m.e_oha.nical log ushoulder 11 at the top of a. limestone 
or very calcareous 9hale. The lower part of the unit, rrom 
top ot' the ?!per Formation {Kline Member of Nordquist) 
to the base or the above mentioned limestone sequence corre-
dnonds to the Piper Formation of Nordquist consisting or his 
lower Tampico Shale, middle F!remoon Limestone, and upper 
3owe9 .Member. The limestones and C$lcs.reous shales above 
the Bowes com?rise Nordquist*s Rierdon Fo!"m.1tion. 
The lower Rierdon limestone (Firemoon of' Nordquist) 
res ts on the Piper (:Nasson of Nordquist) in the south>E!rn 
....... 
and ea.stern portions of the study area {pls. 14 & 1.5)._/ 
·I1his indi~:<ites that the 11 F'irenoon 11 lies unconform!ibly on 
the Pin9r,. as tbe 11 Tamp1co 11 is absent. Thus, the Rierdon 
is unconformable on the Piper at the edges or the basin in 
the study a.!"es but apnears to be con.fol"'mable in the deeper 
basin area. 
The no~thern east-west eross section (nl. 13) shows 
the ·Rierdon to re~..ain relatively consistent until it reaches 
the easte!"!l part of the st~te where various units pinch out. 
The lower Rierdon { including the n Firemoon n) appears to be 
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con.fined within the limits of the Piper in the eastern 
part of the study area ar...d probably also south of' the area, 
whereas the upper Rierdon - immediately underlying the 
Rierdon "shoulderfl - probably overlaps the Piper at the 
edge of the basin. 
A.s the Rie:rdon does not thin over the ~esson Anticline, 
the latter was relatively stable curing Rierdon time, a.t 
least within the study area. 
1"be Rierdon of thi::J paper corresponds to .Milner and 
Thcmas's upper Grava1bourg., ·Shauna.van, and Lo..,..-et' Vanguard 
in Saskatchewan, as well as to Stott's Helita and lower 
Waskada in Manitoba (Francis, 1956, · fig. 2). 
Swift Formation (Restricted) 
Por co!"rela tion purposes, the Swift top { 1n1·orm:1lly 
called the Swift Marker in this report} was pla(:ed at the 
top of an up~er extensive sandstcne u..~it, well developed 
in the western part of the study area. As ex.plained before, 
no suitable widespread mark~r apnears above this sandstone 
for consistent co:rrela.tion purposes. 
Tha western p8.:rt of the area has two generally per-
sistent sandstone lenses. but the lower unit loses its log 
characteristics eastward, particularly in the southeastern 
portion of the study area. In the north. the upper sand-
stone appears to fluctuate in its mechanical-log character-
istics from west to eaat. Resistivity generally inc!"ea3e::1 
and gamma ray readings decrease eastward. 
A thin nhigh resistivity strlnger1~ possibly s. calcar-
eous shale, limestone, or calcareous sandstone, appears 
e.nd disappears just above the Rierdon °shoulder 11 through-
out the area {pls. 13 & 14). 
The isopachous :map {pl. 7) indicates relatively rapid 
thickness changes, pa:rt.icularly in the northeast. These 
changes may be due to channeling possibly at the base of 
t~e unit along the edge of the basin. 
The Swirt app~ars to overlie the Rierdon conrormably 
in the dae9er pa.rt o:f the baain but may be unconformable 
at the edge of the basin. 
The Nessen Anticline remained relatively inactive in 
the study area during Swift time,.as tho Swi!t does not 
thin over the structure. 
The Swift {restricted) as used in this report corre-
sponds approxirna tely to Hilner and ·I'homas 's upper Lower 
and Middle Vanguard Formation in Saskatchewan and to the 
middle sequence cf Stott 1 s l·!askade. Porma.tion in N.ar.i toba. 
( '" 1 1°5' !' re.nc :s , , b, .fig. 2). 
Morrison Formation 
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The Morrison as used in this report consists o:f tbe 
upper utrue" Swift bs-ds abo'le the Swift marker and the gray 
non-ma.rine srales or the Morrison up to the sandstones or 
the Dakota G:!"'oup { Cret9.ceous). ·Toe top oi' the Norri son is 
often rlifficult to determine because the usual sandstones 
at the base of the Cretaceous are often replaced by shales 
whi~h on mecl'!anical logs look like the underlying Morrison 
shales. In other areas tha HoT"ri::1on may have aand3tones 
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a~ the top like those of the overlying Dakota Group. Here 
again the log characteristics show little change. The 
Horrison is generally thought to be unconformably overlain 
by the Dakota Group of Cretaceous age; however, in auch 
cases as t"t:ose mentioned abo-:.re, the boundary may be grada"."' 
tional, with no ap-parent erosion at the top of the Morrison 
in these areas. Other areas, which show a distinct break 
from Morrison non-marine shales to pyritiferous and glau-
conit1c sandstcnes of the Dakota Group, bave probably been 
subject to erosional conditions creating an uncon.formity. 
At the eastern edge of the study areai the Merri.son 
rr!ay lie U.."'1.Conf'ormably on the Swift 0 ma.rker 11 • TI::a lower 
Norris on beds ( or 11 true :t Swift above the Swift 0 ma.rker 11 ) 
apparently pinch out farther west than do the units above 
{the continental Morrison deposits), thus creating a pro-
bable unconformity at the top of tbe Swift 1'ma.rker 11 near 
tre edge of the basin. No indication of unconformable 
cond1 tions between 21 true O Swift ( lying above the Swi1~t 
lfmg_rker"} and Morrison sedir.i.antat1on ls found on the mechan-
ical logs. 
The Morrison generally thickens tcwa.rd the center o.f' 
the basin and also in the southwest corner of the study 
a"t'ea.~ an area which has unde!"gone thickening at other times 
in the Jurassic Period. 
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Both the northern and southern east-west cross sections 
ow a resistivity builcup in the lower Morrison (probably 
ln the 0 true 11 Swift stratigraphic position) in the region 
of \tie.rd and Horton Counties and eastward. This resl9tiv1ty 
buildup, p'!"oba.bly representing sandstone lenses, also occurs 
in the region between Ward and Morton Counties in a north-
south direction .. The sandstones may represent baachea or 
bars paralleling the edge or the basin and associated with 
a sha.11ow "true" Swift sea. The high resistivity character-
istics may, however, re-present .calcareous strata result1ng 
· from local environmental conditions which may have produced 
carbonates,, 
The Morrison as used in thi3 report corresponds to 
Upper Vanguard in Saskatchewan, and to tha upper 
'.iasl>{sda sequence in Manitoba (1?ranc1s, 1956, fig. 2). 
ST~uCI'URAL ?EATURES 
Williston Ba.sin 
The Williston Basin, which encompasses most of the 
study area, is considered by most workers to be a gentle 
downwarp on the cratonic platform. Carlson (1965. p. 1633) 
calls it an intracratonic basin. 
According to Carlson (1965, p. 1833) the Williston 
structural. Basin has been gubsidlng (at i::Hf'.t"'erent rates) 
from Middle Ordovician time, but differential subsidence 
had little efrect upon Jurassic or Cretaceous sedimentation. 
The isopach maps of the Jurassic units show a general thicken-
ing toward the northwestern part of the study area which sug-
gests that the basin wa.s subsiding during Jurassic time.. ·J:ne 
Poe Member of the Pip<'!r Porroation (pl. 4) and the .Morrison 
Formation (pl. 8) thicken toward the southwestern corner 
of North Dakota. Thia southwestern region was probably a 
n.eg.ative area during Poe and Morrison times .. The greater 
t'hickoess of tbe Poe .Member ind1oate3 that this region sub-
sided faster in Po.e time than the usual basin center to the 
north. The thickened deposits were restricted in area by 
-the northwest trending Cedar C?"eek Anticline at the south-
. western tip of' Bowman County. The Morrison Formation., 
however. also tPickens toward the normal basin depocenter 
(probably in northwestern McKenzie County) .. 
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Williston Basin 
The Williston Basin, which encompasses most or the 
study area, is considered by most workers to be a gentle 
downwarp on the cratonic platform. Carlaon (1965, p. 1833) 
calls it an intracratonic basin. 
According to Carlson (1965, p. 1833) the Williston 
structural Basin ha::1 been 3ubsiding {at rii:f'.!"'erent rates) 
from Middle Ordovician time, but differential subsidence 
had little efrect upon Jurassic or Cretaceous sedimentation. 
The isopach ~..aps of the Jurassic units show a general thicken-
ing toward the northwesteysn part of the study area which sug-
gests that the basin was subsiding during Jurassic time. ~ne 
Poe Member of the Piper Formation (pl .. 4) and the .Morrison 
Formation (pl. 8) thicken toward the southwestern corner 
of North Dakota.. Thls soutbwes tern region was probably a 
negative area during .Poe and Norrison times. The greater 
thickness of' the Poe Member indicates that this region sub-
sided raster in Poe time than the usual basin center to the 
north. The thickened deposits were restricted in area by 
th,s northwest tr.ending Cedar Creek Anticline at the south-
western tip of Bowman County. The Morrison Formation~ 
however~ also thickens toward the normal basin depocenter 












The major structural featur~ in the stuuy area is 
the .Nesson Anticline (:fig. 3), striking almost due north 
in northeastern ~~Kenzie County (and into Williams County). 
'The upper unit of' the Piper Formation and the Morrison 
Pormstion may have been tha only Jurassic rock sequences 
afreoted by anticlinal folding, for the isopachous maps 
rail to a~ow the effects of the anticline except in thase 
units. The structure maps or this report {constructed ror 
the base o:r tha Jurassic., the top of the .Piper, and the 
top of the Jurassic) indicate a high in the region 0£ the 
Nesson ant1ellne, suggesting, in conjunction with the iao-
pa.ch data, that the upwarping ·or Jurassic rocks over the 
anticline took place mainly in post-Jurassic time. Dow 
(1q64a, unpub. thesis) suggests that the anticline was 
active during Morrison time, causing fracturing which 
allowed ground water to reach and di3solve Dunham salt, 
creating solution cha~.nels in the salt which in turn re-
sulted in .Morrison thickening. Dow shows this salt solu-
tion (p. 33, fig. 11) just north of' the study area., and 
this may be the c.a.se southward along the anticlipe. This 
concept explains the absence of salt over the anticline 
and a.t the same time accounts for local Morrison thickening 
in the study area due to subsidence. 
SASK ATC HEW A M 
_._..,-,~ .... ' 
' ·~-~~ 
in \VJS7ert1 North Dakota. 
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Cedar Creek Anticline 
Folding on the northwest trending Cedar Creek Anticline, 
which cuts across the southwestern tip of North Dakota, ia 
suggested by the relatively closely spaced northwest trend-
ing contours in this area on the Poet !Herdon, and Morrison 
isopachous maps. The Poe, 'Rierdon, and possibly the Morri-
son, appear to be the only uni ts af.f'ected by the anticline. 
T'r.1e Poe isopachous map (pl. 4) sl.,ows a "thin" protrucUng 
nort'b.westward from the major axis or the anticline. This 
may have been a peninsular shaped 11high 11 associated with 
the anticline. A 0 1ow11 is located between the peninsula 
and the F.ain axis of the anticline. Dow {1964a, unpub. 
thesis) shows a similar situation af!'ec ting Speari'ish sedi-
mentation slightly to the southeast. If the above mentioned 
peninsula :!.s a valid structural element, it may be associ-
ated witb Dow's peninsular 11 highn and his "Bowman Low11 • 
Additional drilling is neeced to solve this comple:x rela-
tionship. 
Mercer High 
A "thin 11 in west-central Mercer County is indicated 
by the abnormally decreased Poe thickness and also by 
Hor~ison thinning covering a larger area. This may repre-
sent a structural high during both Poe and Morrison timea. 
Dow ( 1964a, unpub. thesis) e.lso indic::.i. tes & positive area 
.def'ined by a 11 fenster" 1n the Mir..nekahta Limestone. Although 
Low 1 s "Neroer High 11 is southwest of the 11high 11 {or 11 thin 11 ) 
of this report, these st rue tural fea turea 7...'a] be rf':3.:.e--c. 
11Ander3on High" 
Anderson {1966) states that a northwa~c plungi::~ 
':l.nticl:!.nal trend ( based on structure maps on the ?1·}::~-; 
fay - Mississippian, the M1nnekahta ?orr:'laticn - 3er::i~, 
and the Mowry - Cretaceous) exte-nds .from T. 135 h .. ':.'::!"c~h 
T. 144 N. in Rs. 101, 102, and 103 ~. This trend is alsa 
reflected in the Jurassic on all three structure !l!a.?3 i::.• 
eluded in this report. 
Stark High 
The structure maps on the base of the Jurassic~ en 
the top of the Piper Formation, and on the top of tl:::e 
Jurassic, indicate a s true tural high in Sta::-k Co;;nty ic 
the regi~n of r. 138 N., R. 97 ~. It acpears that cclJ 
the I~forrison is ur.i.uaually thin in this are~; thus, -::::e ·_:;-
. -
-· 
warp was probably partially Morrison in age and ~os~~7 ~~s:-
northwest of Dickinson, which aff'ec ted tbe B€lfield ::,.;::c Sa'..:.::e 
!·:embers cf the Spearfish For-:::i.s.tion {Low, 1964.a.,. unp·.::i .. 
thesis). 
Eastern Du..."1.n Eigh 
A "high 11 is indicated by :North I:akota Geolog1ca::.. 
structure ma~ C--ol .. 10) with a corres-;:}onc.icz "101-/1 t:s': :c t" ~ • ~ w 
the east., A similar aituaticn occurs on the Pine!"' s::-"'~:~.r:'."'t" 
snap {pl. 11). The stMJ.cture map on top oi' the JU!"'a3s1c 
(in this area on top of the Morrison) {pl. 12) indicates 
a possible northeast-southwest elongation ot' the 11high 11 • 
The Swi.ft thickness was slightly af.f'eeted by this rihighn, 
but the major part of: the structural activity was probably 
post-Jurassic. 
Other Possible Structural Features 
A Poe "thick" in noT"thwestern Dur.in County may be the 
result of structural subsidence during Poe time (possibly 
e.9scciated with the Nessen Anticline). Another hypothesis 
is that Dunham salt, originally deposited in the area, 
was dissolved out during Poe time, causing subsidence and 
a trickened Poe seouence. 
As Ynf>ntioned above, the deepest Poe sequence, fou."1.d 
in the southwestern co~ner or the study area, was probably 
caused by a downwarp in Poe time. }~ny of the localized 
11 th1cks 11 outside of' the southwestern corner of the state 
are apparently cue to salt solution during Poe time rather 
than to downwarping. 
The Pipert Rierdon, SwLft and Mo!'rison Formations all 
appear to thicken locally in central and eastern Slope and 
western Hettinger Counties. This thickening was ini tia1ly 
situated 1n central Slope County, but during Rlerdon and 
3wiJ't de:pos1 tion~ shi.fted pror;ressi vely tow.9.rd the ea.st 
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to eastern Slope and western Rettinger Cou."lties and sr:iftec. 
westward again in Morrison time,. An abnormal Morrison 
thicke:-ning in well No. 378 (:N .D.G.s. nu.'Tlbering gystem), 
T. 135 N., R. OR. !,f .I - • , is obviously cue to salt solution 
lower 1n the section. The thickening of Jurssaio units, 
explained abo;re, is probably related to salt solution in 
tbe general area or Slope and western Hettinger Counties, 
but the possibility still remains that the relatively 
thicker rock saquences '!nay have been due partially to local 
doi-mwarping. 
The thickness changes ind1eat~d by the isopachous map 
o!~ the Rie:rdon 1-'ormation (pl. 6) are apparently the result 
or depositional or erosional conditions, possibly within 
the Rierdon sequence, rather than st!'uetura.lly related 
features. The st~ucture maps give no indication that the 
Rierdon thickness changes are related to any downwarping 
or upwa.rping. 
The isopach trends shown on the isopachous ~.ap or the 
total Jurassic sequence appear. for the most part~ to be 
reflections of indiv!dual rormational depositional trends 
:r-a tr-er than post-Jurassic erosional changes.. Many o.f the 
thickness trenda on the map (pl. 9). particularly in. the 
eastern 'hal.f o.f the study area, are due dominantly. to the 
Morrison 1sopach trends,. whereas in the western part of' the 
area, the Dunham Salt is probably the major unit respon-
sible for the thiclmas.s el-ianges on the isopachous map o'f: 
the total Jurassic sequence. 
ECC:N CN:IO GEOLOGY 
Petroleum 
In the past decade the Williston Basin has become one 
of" the great oil produoir.g areas of' North America. Until 
the discovery in 19.51 of oil associated with the .biesscn 
Anticline» the "Cedar Creek was the only active producing 
field 1n the W1111ston Basin 11 (Goodin, 1952, p .. 47). Eere, 
shallow g~s zones were exploited from just inside the North 
Dakota border, in Bowman County, northwestward into Dawson 
County, Montana. 
Though over 4,000 wells ~ave been drilled in North 
Dakota to date, no netroleum has yet been recovered from . . -
Jurassic .formations. This does not preclude the possibili-
ties of' Jurassic production. Jurassic rocks do yield oil 
and gas on the margins or the Williston B~sin in Montana, 
" 
Wyoming., and Saskatchewan (Towse., 1954, p. 462). The 11lower 
and upper Sundance 11 (Rierdon and Swift) have produced oil 
in southeastern ~yoming (Schmitt., 1953, p. 391}. Laird 
(1952, p. 19) says that the shales, particularly those near 
the base of the Jurassic, would be considered the best potan-
tial source rocks f'or oil in the Jurassic section. Re sug-
gests that the porous and permeable Piper limestone and the 
Swift sandstone correlatives shculd be gcod reservoir reeks • 
.Schmitt (1953, p. 392) explains that both nortr-.-central North 
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.Cakota and parts of 3cuthwestern Saskatche-..ian contain w~ll 
developed sandstone bodies in the upper par.t of the Swift 
which 11may split into more than one un1t·and interf'inger 
with marine shales with tr.e possibilities of forming traps". 
Jura-Triassic red beds have oil saturation in sandstone 
lenses in No!"th Dakota and southern Manitoba (Francis, 1957v 
p .. 396). Spec1f1cglly, the Saude Member- of the .Spearfish 
Formation produces oil {Dow, 1964.a, unpub. thesis} in Bot-
tineau County, north of the study area or this report. 
Since the Spearfish immediately underlies t1"'e Jurassic, 
possibilities appear good that the petroleu."ll can thus be 
found in the Jurassic rocks, having migrated upward rrom 
a. deeper section. 
Within the study area, the best possibilities for 
Jurassic oil fines appear to be on the eastern edge o.f the 
basin where the individual u.viits of tha Jura3sic thin and 
:finally pinch out., Since the eastern part or~ the stu<ly 
area ras Paleozoic rooks immediately below the angular un-
conformity at the base of the Jurassic, oil :nay 'have mi-
grated up dip through the Paleozoic St"Ction ar..d into tha 
:'.}:r'Op:ressively thinning Jurassic units;. Pinchout conciitlons 
with favorable cap rocks would create good reservoir.s. 
Ti~e or migr9.ticn is important, for it is possible that 
the oil m!ly have reached the surface and e3C.::iiped be.fo:rie the 
Jurassic rocks were deposited. 
Another possibility ror oil traps is the apparent 
sandy 0 .bu1ldup 11 seen on mechanical logs in the Horr1son 
(or ut-rue'f Swift}, as e:xnla:tned before:a in the area .from 
;fard to Morton Counties and eas twa.rd. If: tr.ese are sand-
s tone stringers, or lenses, stratigraphic trap conditions 
would be present. 
The anticlinal t~end defined by Anderson (1966) 1n 
the western part ot' the area produces oil t'rom Paleozoic 
roe ks in field areas along the trend. This trend is s·till 
in the infant stage of exploitation. 
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~..any of the structural highs discussed in the previous 
~h1Ction o:f this paper, although they ma::, have non-producing 
wells associated with them, may still contain Jurassic oil 
locally in areas yet not drilled or in.horizons not tested. 
Dow (196li, unpub .. thesis) sngges·ts that traps may be 
present in porous beds on the down-dip side of collapse 
structures caused by Dunham Salt solution, where t1"'!ese beds 
ar-e sealed by lowered overlying lltight 11 strata. 
Salt 
The Du..~ham Sslt Beds or the Pip~r Formation rr...ay yield 
con3iderable halite if the economics of mining the salt 
become favo1 .. able. A solution method of mining would be 
required because of the great depth of the beds; the use 
of: aba.nc.onec. explor9.tory wells would reduce drilling cost5 
( Dow, 196L.a, unpub. thesis}. 
Ground :~a tat" 
The prospects for ground water potential in the Jurassic 
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rocks are- poor because of the depth of the rocks and the 
probable poor quality of tbe water CNorth Dakota Geological 
Survey geologists, personal communication). 
Gypsum 
The gY1Jsum potential for northeastern .North Lakota 
and possibly the eastern part of the study area appear3 
favorable. Th19 conclusion is based on the f's.ct that gyp.sum 
has been produced from the Amaranth Pormation o~ Manitoba., 
corresponding to the Poe sequence of North Dakota. The 
gypaum is found underlying glacial drift at the eastern 
edge of' the 1dlliston Basin in Manitoba., in a band running 
approximately frcm Dauphin Lake southeastward to Emerson 
near the international border (Bannatyne, 1959, p. 18}. 
'l:his band probably continues southward a.long the edge of 
the basin into North Dakota. 
Until 1964,. Western Gypauin .Productsi, Liroit~d, mined 
gypaum at Amaranth but is now mining the Silver Plains de-
posit JO miles south of Winnipeg. At this loeality, an in-
clined acU t is used to haul the gypsum to the surf'ace from 
a depth o.f 120 · .feet {Dept. Mines, Manitoba~ Ar.:n.ual Report, 
1965, P• 8). 
A .factor which might make unlilrely the presence of 
gypsu."11 in the study area is the occurrence of Poe evapor-
ites at depths that in part may be too deep f'or gypsum,.the 
calcium sulfate being present in the !"'orr.i of' anhydrite. Even 
if gypsum die. occur at that level, the costs cf: mining from 
these depths would be too great unde!" present conditions. 
SUN.MARY 
Jurassic sedimentation within the stucy area, the 
southern two-thirds or North Dakota, is evidenced by Middle 
and Upper Jurass1e sediments including the Piper, Rierdon, 
Swift, and Morrison Forma:tians. 'I'he Piper Formation con-
sists or limestones. shales, anhydrites and salt; the 
Rierdon Formation contains shales, shaly limestones, and 
calcareous sbal-aa; th-a Swift Porm..qt!on consists of sbales 1 
and gla.uconltic silts tones ;:i.nd sandstones; the Morrison 
Formation contains mainly non-marine shales with some sand-
stones. 
In the deeper part of tha Williston Basin., in the 
northwestern portion of the study area., unconformitiea 
within the Jurassic sequence are not conspicuous but are 
!)resent locally at the base and ·top of the system. All 
units are apparently unconformable toward the edge or the 
basin. 
The Jurassic uni ts can be correlated with a reasonable 
degree or assurance in tba we.stern half of the study area. 
Correlation is more a1rr1oult in the eastern hal£ where 
facies changes occur~ and where the units progressively 
thin and finally pinch out. The relationship of the Jur-
assic T'ocks in North Dakota to those in .Montana and Canada, 
and the exact nature of the apparent .facies changes across 
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North Dakota, can be determined only with closely spaced 
well control, detailed ss,mple-cuttings stud:ie.s 9 and core 
analyses. 
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The Swift sandstones and the Piper limestones present 
the best potential for petroleum. The Poe }lember of the 
Piper Formation may contain gypsum at the eastern edge of 
the basin ill No:rth Dakota. Commer~ial quantities or gypsum 
are mined :from this stratigr.9.phic interval south or Winni-
peg, Canada. The Dunham Beds, Piper Formation, may some-
day yield hall te 1r production becomes i'easible from the 
relatively great depth. 
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Well ownerships, locations, and formation tops 
o:f the wells used in this study a.re listed by county 
and then by North Dakota. Geological Survey well desig-
nation as shown on the location map (pl. 1). The fo;:--
mat1on tops are given as the depth in feet rrom the 
Kelly bushing (K.B.). Where only ground level (Gr.) 
or derrick ~loor {D.F.) are given# the Kelly bushing 
is arbitrarily designated as 12 feet and 2 feet above 
these levels, respectively. 
Benson Countz 
651. Shell Oil Co. - Christian Hvinden ff 1 






654. Shell Oil Co. - Eilert; Spidahl 'tl l 
NE 21 - 152 - 69 
Gr. 1578 
Swift iib., 
Rierdon ?m .. 











660. Shell Oil Co. - John K. Myre* l 






663. Shell Oil Co. - Rudolph Gigstad ff l 
















2537. Pan American Petr. Corp. - Lloyd Jordre if l 







291. Amerada Petr. Corp. - Herman May u. ff 1 











































AI!l.erada .Petr. Corp. - W. E. Logan ii l 
SE SW 4 - 139 - 100 
K .. B .. 2785 







Amerada Petr. Corp. - Northern Pacific 
Railwa.y Co. - Dan Cheadle U. it 1 





















Amerada Petr. Corn. - ~ortbern 
Co. - Earl Joubert Tract l ff 1 
SE SE 4 - 139 - 100 
Pacific Railway 
K.B. 2761 














555. Stanolind 011 & Gas Co. - N. w. I. (N.P.) # 1 

















558. Amerada Petr. Corn. - John Syminow fl 1 
















598. Amerada Petr. Gorp. &. .('I • .Paci.fie Railway Co. -
E.G. Joubert# l 














625. Amerada Petr. Corp. & N. Pacific Railway -
Dan Cheac le Unit "A II it 1 
SE SW 9 - 139 - 100 








658. Amerada - N .. P.R. - Harmay May Unit ff 2 
SE SE 9 - 139 - 100 
K .. B• 2765 
P!orriscn Fm. 
Swi:f't Fm. 



























A....--nerada Petr. Co!"D .. - Jor1n Syr:iinow nA II If l 














Amera.da Petr. Corn .. - A. B .. l~ttesonff 1 
SE NE 16 - 139 -· 100 
K .. B. 2723 
Morrison Fm. 
Swift Fm. 
?.ie!"don Pm .. 
Piper Fm. 





' '23 co 
6724 
6794 
794. Amerada & No. Pacific RR - H. }~y U. ~ 3 
Nw SE 9 - 139 - 100 
I<.B .. 2789 
Morrison F'r.1 .. 
Swift Fm .. 
Rierdon Fm. 
Piner Fm. 










795. Amers.da Petr. & No. Pacific RH - A. E .. Hatteson it2 
















8l~9. Ste.nolind Oil & Gas Co. - Alfred Schwartz ff l 








859. Texaco Inc. - Gov 1 t M. s. Pace N l 
SW NE 31 - 144 - 100 





- Poe Mbr. 
Dunham Beds 
Pre-Jurassic 
1484. Skelly Oil qo. - Gust Wog * l 
l:H-1 .N\>/ 23 - 137 - .100 




Piper Pm .. 
Poe Nbr. 
Pre-Jurassic 
1508. Amerada Petr. Corp. - Scoria Unit ff l 




































1587. Amerada Petr. Corp. - Prank C. Franc huk U. ifl-A · 
NW SW 10 - 139 - 100 
K .. B. 2759 
Morrison ?m .. 
Swift Fm. 










1665. Pan AmeT"ias.n Petr. Corn. - Lucy Fritz ff 3 





Piper Fm .. 
Poe Mbr. 
Pre-Jurassic 
1678. Amerada Petr. Corp.-Scoria Unit ff 2 






















2067 .. Fletcher Oil & Gas Drlg. Corp. & Signal I.irlb. 
&:. Expl.· Inc. - Gov•t. Adah G .. Macauley ft 1 
SE S~i 22 ~ 137 - 100 
K .. B. 2906 














Shell Oil Co. - No~thern Pacific Railroad -
Northern Pacirtc R.R. (42-21) ~ l 
















2309. Amerada Petr. Corp. - Russell Logan ff 1. 
NW SE 7 - 139 - 100 








2357. California Oil Co. - Government ff 1 








5871 ,, , ...,_ 












2395. Amerada Petr. Gorp. - Log.an Gawryluk li. if l 
NW SE 6 - 139 - 100 
K.B., 2679 
















2458. Amerada Petr. Corp. - Knopik - Reis U. v 1 
:Nw NE 2 - 13q - ioo 








2689 .. Hunt Oil Company - :Nick Haag ff 1 






· Poe Mbr. 
Dunham Beds 
.Pre-Jurassic 
2745. Hunt Oil Company - 1-.Jillia::i Palanuk 1f 1 









2788. W.R. Hunt A.T. T'(\_cnro.son if l 
liiE NE 33 - 144 - 99 , 





































2798. La.mar Hunt - 1~.P. RR. 















2853. Shell. - No~thern Pacific R~ilway Co. - Gov 1 t 
41X-5-l 

















2909. Amerada ?etr. Co!"O. - ·State .c<..,ryburg Unit fp 1 














6713 , 7q-o ';:, 
3024. ?an Am. Petr. Corp .. - USA-A. Macauley ff 1 





P:!:oer 'ii1n .. 

















' f . ! 
l . I 
3146. Amerada Petr. Coro. - 3coria Unit ff 7 









3211. H. L. Hunt - NPRR ff l 





















3333. Pan American Petr. Col""O. - Lucy Fritz if 6 








3502. A.merada Petl". C?Dru. - Northern Pacific 
SW SE 5 - 139 - ioo 



















3522. Amerada Petr. Ca!"D. - North Dakota 11 0 11 if 1 









485. W. H. Hunt - Za.ch Brooks ... State 'if l 




















516. Wes tern .Natural Gas Co. - 11ruax-I'raer Coal 
Co. # 1 
NW SW 13 - 132 - 102 













1575. The Carter 011 Co. - Lewis L. & Ellen Johnson *l 
NW S~ 9 - 129 - 106 
Gr. 287$ 
Morrison Fm. 
Swit't Fm .. 
Rierdon Fm. 
Pioer Fh. 












2942 .. Shell Oil Co. - Government 32),"'!"'3ii-7 















2993. Shell 011 Co. - W,. R. Crawford - Gov't ff23-llA-ll · 




Rierdon Fm .. 
Piper Pm. 








3064. Shell Oil Co. - W.R. Crawford U • .34-11..~-16 








3104. Shell Oil Co. - Gov't Uo ffl4X-35B-19 
SW SW 35 • 131 - 107 
Gr .. 2979 
Morrison Fm. 

















3222. 5~ell Oil Co. - Gov 1 t U. ff43X-J4B-26 








322h. Shell Oil Co. - Gov't U. rr 43-llA-27 
NE SE 11 - 130 107 





· Poe Mbr. 
Pre-Jurassic 
3261. Continental Oil Company - Federal u l 








3264. Shell Oil Co. - Gov't u. ff34-2A-.31 
SW SE 2 - lJO - 107 

































.3312. Shell Oil Co. - R. Young ff33-4 
:NW SE 4 - 129 .. 106 
K .. B. 2865 
Morrison Fm. 4025 
Swift Fm. 4385 
Rierdon 1'~. 4493 
Piper Pm. 4641 
Poe Mbr. 4733 
Pre-Jurassic 4800 
3338. Shell Oil Co. .. Gov't· Unit if4l-24.4.-36 
NE NE 24 - 130 - 107 
K.B. 2970 
Morr-!aon Fm. 4192 
Swift Fm. 4544 
Riertlon Fm. 4658 
Piper Fm.· 481.2 
Poe Mbr. 4897 
Pre-J~assic 4980 
3370 .. Shell Oil Co. - Gov't u. #23-lJA-38 
NE SW 13 - 130 - 107 
K.B. 2990 
Morrison Fm .. 4152 
Swi :ft Ft:1. 4,..,"'I ;,.G4-
Rierdon Fm. 4635 
Piper Fm. 4793 
Poe Mbr. 4892 
Pre-Jurassic 4958 
3415. Shell Oil Co. - Gov't Unit u43-J5B-41 
1iE SE 3.5 - 1.31 - 107 ,. 
K.B. 3054 
1::1 
' Norrison Fm. 4303 I I Swift Fm. 4684 Rie!"don ?m. 4797 Piper Fm .. 4960 
Poe Mbr. 5043 
Pre-Jurassic 5143 
3429. Shell 011 Co. - Gov•t Unit #41X-10A-3R 
SE NE 10 - lJO - 107 







3448. Shell 011 Co. - Gov't Unit rr41-12A-42 




















3514. Shell Oil Co. - U.S. Gov 1 t U. ff43-30C-43 






· Poe Mbr. 
.Pre-Jurassic 
3524. Shell Oil Co. - Gov 1 t Unit u2l-7C-44 
NE NW 7 - 130 - 106 




















3569. Mc:fcod Corp. - U.;S.A. rill-15 
NU NW 15 - 129 - 10.6 
K.B. 2870 













19. Continental - Pure, Davidson #1 - Stratigraphic 
Test 






~ Poe l1br. 
Pre-Jurassic 
J.45. Continental Oil Go. - Paul R., 1':ccay ttl 
NW !Hi NW 32 - 137 - 76 
K.B. 1869 
.Morrison Fm. 





151. Hunt 011 Co. - Emma Kleven ff l 



























155. Continental Oil Company - LTonen # l 








174. Continental Oil Co. - Dueneland ff 1 
NW NW 3 - 140 - 77 
Gr. 1970 
Morrison Fm. 
Swift Fm .. 
'Rierdon Fm .. 
Piner Fm. 














701. Caroline Hunt Trust Estate - Board o~ University 
& School Lands ff 1 
NE NE 36 - 144 - 75 
K.B. 2023 
Norris an Fro. 
Swift Fm. 










723. Caroline Hunt Trust Estate - R. P. Schlabgch ffl 
NE NE 36 - 139 - 76 
Gr. 1868 
Morr 1 son Fro. 
Swift .F'rrl. 









-:::i-:.6 j _ _,, 
, 
., 
756. Caroline Hunt Trust Estate - R. A. Nicholson ffl 
SE SE 32 - 137 - 77 













763. Caroline Hunt Trtust Estate - Anton liovy # 1 














765. Caroline Hunt Tru3t Estate - Soder Investment 
Go. fl l 
5W SW 31 - 142 - 76 













772. Caroline Hunt Trust Estate - Faul Ryberg ff l 
l~W NW 23 - 140 - 79 
K.B. 2007 
Morrison Fm. 










1371. Continental Oil Co. - .J. 















1375. Conticental Oil Co. - Patterson la~d Co. :;;- 1 














Leach Oil Corn. - Calvert Drilling, Ine. -
Patterson Land Co. Ii 1 















515. Herman F~nson Oil Syndicate - Harold Billey· #1 







682. James H. Snowden - Cheater L. Gibson ff 1 




1394. Calvert Drilling, Inc. - Marvin 
NW NW 22 - 129 - 66 












505. Socony - Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. - c. Dvorak ff 1 
















607. Socony - Vacuum Oil Co. - Angus Ker.nedy 
F 32-24-P 
SW NE 24 - ll~ 9 - 9 3 
















734. Humble Oil - Refining Co. - Belle Thronley-
Cla.rke # l 
















79J. Soeony - Vacuum Oil Co. - Pegasus Division -
Solomon Bird Bear et al.# F 22-22-1. 














824. Northwest Oil Drilling Co. - Walter F4i.1.rnan 'ff 1 














826. Stanolind Oil & Gas Co. - Pans Creek U. Well ff 1 




















897. William Herbert Hunt 
SW Sw 35 - J.45 - 96 

















1219. May:fair Minerals, Inc. - Edward Lock',,mod, Jr. ff 1 
















1h08. California Oil Co. - Clarence Danielson -
Bank of North L>::~kota if l 
HW 20 - lh.8 - 97 
K.B. 2164 . 
Morrison Fm. 
Swift F:rn. 












1787. Sinclair Oil & Gas Co,. - Bill P. Heideclcer rf l 

















2230. Continental 011 Co. - Board of U & Sc~ool Lands ~1 














2400 .. Amerada Petr. Corn. - Signalness ·unit ff 1 
SW SE 10 - 14.8 -'96 




Piner Fm .. 








2615. Stewart Petroleum Co. - Jack liv:!.rnak ff l 
NE NE 20 - 146 - 96 
K .. B. 3039 , 
Morrison Fm. 
3w1ft Fm. 












2618. Pan American Petr .. Corp. - Jacob Huber tf 1 
3W SE 15 - 145 - 91 

















2848. Lyea Hunt - Herbe~t Tr. - Henry Bad Gun ff 1 














3044. Amer.gda Petr. Co!"D. Narie Selle T-1 ff l 














3178. United Producing Co., Inc~ - Vaughn Petr. Inc. -
Clare.nee Danielson ff l 









3199. Amerada Petr. Corno John Steffen ff 1 
1LJ NE 16 - 144 -· 92 





















v ·dy Count"<T .[ 
437. Calvert E.xpl. Co. - N. Dak. ~tate if: 






768. Calvert Expl. Co. - # l. State if 1 
NE NE 8 - 150 - 65 













1197. Calvert Drilling, Inc. - Dorothy F. Elliott ffl 










1198. Calvert Drilling, Inc. - Thomas Irmen ft 1 
NE SE 33 - 1L~9 - 67 









1274. Wetch, Zachmeie~ & Disney Driiling Co. - C. E. 
Bla2ky ff 1 










16. :No.!"tharn Ordnance r1ranklin In11estment Co .. ii l 









23. Roeser - Pendleton, J. J. Weber ff l 
SE 35 - 133 - 76 
43. 
K.B. 2012 . 
Morri 9 on Fm. 
Swift Fm. 
Rierdon Fm. 
Piper Fr.t .. 
Poe Mbr. 
Pre-Jurassic 
Peak Drilling Company 



























742. Socony - Vacuum 011 Go. - Kruse ii' 22-30-P 




















295. T. M. Evans - Bailey ff l 





334. T .. M. Evans - Christian Erickson ff 1 





403. Pure Oil Company - J.M. Carr if 1 






652. S. D. Johnson - Joe Taylor# 1 
S';-.f SW 20 - l.45 - 67 · 






661. s. D. Johnson - C. W. Burnham if 1 
·sE SE 17 - 145 - 66 























1105. Cardinal Drlg. Co. et al. - J • .s. Smith :;; 1 
3E SW 8 - l.46 - 6.5- -
Gr. 1526 
Swirt Fm. 







1112. Cardinal Drlg. Co. et al. - N. A. Graves & 
Federal Land Bank ff 1 










1126. Cardinal Drlg. Co. et tl• - J.M. Anderson ti 1 
NW NW 10 • lu6 - 67 
Gr. 1582 










1205. Calvert Drlg., Inc. Georges. Garland ff 1 










1208. Calvert Lrilling, Inc. - 1/oodrow Topp ff 1 








.. ': . I 
83 
1227. Mike ~etch - P. P. Spickler ti 1-A 




Top of Jura~rnic 
Pre-Jurassic 
Golden Valle::r 





Blackwood & Nichols Co. 
NE SE 15 - 140 
D • F' • 2866 
?lorTiaon Fm. 
Swift :<r.i. 
Rierdon Fm .. 
Piner Fm. 





586. Gulf Oil Corp. Federal Land rr l 
N ;4 !H:: J - 14 3 - 10 3 




























/ '(""'i" -o.::,o::, 
6626 
6658 
1705. North A:merlcan Royalties, tl il• - Badlands fr 1 
3E SE 22 - 143 - 103 
K~B .. &79 
Morri3cn ?m. 
Swi .f't ?m .. 












1907 .. Shell 011 Co. - ?-!orthern P:acific Railway Co. -
~1orthern Pee ific Railway Co. ff 41• 35 
















2894. Shell - horthe~n 
ii41-24-l 
Pacific - Bro~n et. al. 
l ·~ NP "lL '11.2 If;~ .1 .1..,j c..Ll - ..J..U -









232. You..~gblood & Youngblood - Kelstrom H 1 
$~ SW 26 - 133 - 83 





















3' ".:l' o..,o .. Cardinal - Lone Star 
Bierwagen ff 1 
- National Bulk• Marie 
3W NE 1 - 133 - 90 
Gr. 2339 
Morrison :?m. 
Swift 1<111 .. 
Rierdon Fm. 
Piper Fm. 








511. Socony - Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. - Clarance & M. 
Jacobs Flh.-21.t.-P 
Sri SW 2!i. - 1.34 - 96 





Poe Mbr .. 
Pre-Jura.a sic 
1926 .. Amerada Petr. Corp. - R. Grosz~ l 
hW NE 35 - 136 - 93 
K.B. 2$49 
Morrison Fm. 
Swift Fm .. 
Rierdon Fm. 
















24. Magnolia Petr. Co. - Da.k. nA 11 Strat. Teat 
KE 36 - 141 - 73 
G.F .. 1968 
Morrison Fm .. 
S;.,rif't Pm. 
R1erdon Pm. 
Piper Pro .. 









230,, Carter Oil Co,. - 1'fort'h D~!-mta State 1f l 
NE SE 16 - llt..J - 71 







748 .. Caroline :Hunt Trust Estate 






















500. Caroline Runt Trust Estate - F. M .. Puller ff l 
SW SE 6 - 136 - 73 













1346. Calvert Drilling, Inc. - c .. A. Zimmerman 'lf l 














1347. Cal\1e!"t Drilling, Inc. - Ray Craig if 1 












1348. Gal vert Drilling, Inc. - Alfred Bakken ff 1 







1.349. Calvert Drilling, Inc. 


















1355. Calvert Drilling, Inc. - Arnold Gerber ff l 
l.W :NW 11 - 135 - 72 















1376 •. Calvert .Drilling, Inc. 




Morrison F;-n .. 













N ~-v SW 33 - 1.34 
K.B. 2031 
Morrison Fm. 











bert Roesler u l 
AlbE'trt Lang if 

















1390. Calvert Drilling, Inc. - Leroy Burngtad ff 1 
SE SE 22 - 134 - 71 
K .. B. 2013 
Mo!"rison Fm. 









1835. Ee!"1T'...an Hanson Oil Syndicate ... Barbara,. Ann, & 
Theresa Welde!" if l 














1qo3. Herman F..anson Oil Syndicate - Jaco.b .Piatz ff 1 
SE SE 26 - lJh - 72 
K.B. 1974 . 













89.. General Atlas Carbon Go. - A. Ketterline if 1 
Ni NE 15 - 131 - 73 
619. 







Calvert Exnl. Go. - }lax A. ~1ishek ff l 




















620. Calvert 1:..xnl. Co~ - Ce c. :Nitschke ffl 
NE 13 ~ 130 - 69 
K.a .. 2042 





621. Calvert Exnl. Co. - Jocn Bender# 1 
NW HW 19 ~ 130 - 69 




P tp er ::+1::n • 
Pre-Jurassic 
·622. Calvert Expl. Co. - Karl Schock d l 
SW NW 17 - 131 - 69 
K.B. 2143 




















1391 .. Calvert Drilling. Inc. - Christ Rott ff 1 














33. C.W. Jones - Mallard Petr .. , .Ben.homer Ri3ser ff 1 
SW SE 12 - 149 - 96 




Piper Pm .. 










147 .. Amerada Petr. Corp. - George ~ell~* 1 










Amerada Petr. Coro. - W. B. Croff# 1 





















Amerada ?etr. Coro. - N. Dak. 0 Bn Tract 2 if 1 

























. I , I 
I 
303 .. Amerada Petr. Corn. - N. 
SW SW 16 - 150 -·95 















306. Amerada Petr. Co~ .. - E .. l-t .. ?1 tts1ey Tr-1 ff l 
SE 15 - 151 - 96 
K.B. 2395 
.Morrison~ .. 






341. Pan. Am. Petr. ~ Woodrow Starr U 1 
























527. California Oil Co. - Rough C!"eek u .. 'ff 1 
NL>/ NE 13 - 148 - 98 







































Philli-os ?etr. Co., - :F'. G. Hoe~;i 11A. 11 1f l 





.Piper Fm • 
- Poe Mbr. 
Du."lham Beds 








Am-erada Petr. Corp.. - Anders-on - Olson u. 'if l 
SW NE 13 - 149 --96 















882. Texaco Inc. - A. Eelle rr 1 
ll :i NE 8 - 151 - 95 
03" , ..). 
K.B .. 2447 
Morrison Fm. 
Swift Fm., 
Rierdon Fm .. 
Piner Fm. 
- Poe Mbro 
.Pre-Jurassic 
Amerada Petr. Corp. - Oran Olsen fi l 
:NE NE 13 - 149 - 96 





















956. Gulr Oil Coro. - Federgl Unit ff 1 
N ',/ S',J 28 - i.48 - 104 














1309. Anschutz Drilling Co~, Inc .. ·- R., .s. Matthews 1rl 
SE 3W 20 - 150 - q4 
K.B. 2077 




· Poe Mbr. 
Du."lham Beds 
Pre-Jurassic 
1405. Go.for Oil Inc. - Catherine E. Peck* 2 






. Poe 1-'lbre 
Pre-Jurassic 
1412. Texaco Inc. - c. ~err ff l 




























.!\merada Petr. Coro. - Ees.r Den Unit if l 
NE SE 25 - 149 --96 
K.B .. 240S 
Morrison ?m. 
S wi .ft .?m .. 
Rierdon Fm. 
Piper Fm. 










1606. A~erada Petr. Corp. - H. H. Shelvik T 1 fr l 















1619. Amerada Petr. Corp. Angus Kennedy rr l 
















1624 .. Inve3tors 011 Inc. Edna Nay Shaide ff 1 
3W NE 8 - 151 - 103 




Piner Eh .. 








1740. Ameraea retr. Corp. - J. Ljaadal T-l ff l 
~E NW 29 - 150 --96 













1744. A:ro.erada Petr,. Corp. - \merely - Rissar - Olson· u. ff l 









1816. Continental 011 Co. - Signalness ~ l 























1849. Amerada Petr. Corp. 
SW BW 29 - 150 -·96 
K.B. 2316 














1858. Amerada Petr. Corp. - Minnie Ku:.'71r.ier T. 
NW NE 25 - 150 --96 





Poe Mbr .. 
Dunham Beds 
Pre-Jurassic 








1970. Amerada Petr. Corp. - L. F. Parrish ff 1 








1995,, Skelly Oil Co. - Clear Creek-Mad. u. 




















2110. Amerada Petr. Corp. - Benhomer Risa-er Tract 1 ffl 
SW NE 29 - 150 - 96 














2383. Gulf' Oil Gorp. - Lawrence Bird Bill il 1 
















2469. Shell Oil Co. - Northern Paciiic ff 32-15 

















2584. Shell - Northern Pao1~1c - State 0£ N.D. *32-16-1 








2600. Texaco Inc. - E. c. Olson ff 1 
NW SE 4 - 150 - 95 



















2611. Tex.3.co Inc. - Gov•t. nAn {NCI'-1) 1f 1 









2667~ Texaco Inc. - Gov•t. - Mary .Pace ff l 
Sid N~ l4 - llt.6 - 101 
K.B. 2382 





















2678. Shell Oil Co. - Northern Paciric R.R. Co. -
Shell - Northern Paoif'ic NP tr 32X-2J-1 





P:1:pe!' Frn .. 
Poe Mbr. 
?re-Jur:issio 
2723. Hunt Oil Gor.ipany - U.S.A. 
Sw NE 10 - lu.5 - 101 
Gr. 230.5 . 
Morrison Fm. 



















2750. Amerada Patr. Corp. - Bear Den Unit if' 3 
NE NE 36 - J.49 - g6 





Poe Mbr .. 
Dunham Bees . 
Pre-Jurassic 
27 86. H. L • Hunt - U. S • A • u A n if 1 
NW Sii 15 - J.48 - 102 
K.B. 2386 
· Morr13on Fm. 
ST~1.!"t J:.1,,_. 
Rierdon Fm.. 
· Piper Pm. 
Poe Mbr. 
I>unham Bea a 
Pre-.Jura.ssio 
2821. w. H. Hunt - Eva Glovatsky fr 1 






























2849. Lyda Runt - Herbert Trusts - H. c. Hyatad * 1 

















2987. E. L. Hunt - U.S., A. "B" ;; l 















3020. Sinclair Oil & Gas Go. - Federal 7009 McKenzie ffl 
NE N'ili 33 - 146 - 104 
Gr. 2501 
Morrison Fm.. 











3084. Sinclair Oil & Gas Co., et J!l.. - Fed. 7020 
McKenzie# 1 
















3157. Caroline Hunt Trust Estate - Martin Nelson ffl-A 

















22. Samedan 011 Coruoration - Vaugr.n Eanaon ff 1 
NE 10 - l.46 - 81 
K .. B. 1944 












49 •. Stanolind Oil & Gas Co. - McLean County ff 1 














432. Harman Hanson Oil Sync.1ca. te - Ji. E. Hanson if l 
SW SE 2 - J.46 - 81 
K • .a. 1957 
Morrison Fm. 
Swi .ft .F'm. 
Rierdon Fm. 
Piner :tm. 








1194. Calvert Drilling 11 Inc. - George s. i11oli' if 1 

















1516. Herman Hanson 011 Svn - Ellen Sa.:m:uel.son ff 1 
SE S~l 32 - 146 - 82 • 







3076. I.J. Wilhite - Arnold Tarasenko ff l 




















3089. Cardinal Petr. Co. - Nat ti Bulk Carriers,. Inc~ -
Carl Ecklund* l 









21. Kelly - Plymouth, Fritz Leut.z if l 
'NW NE 28 - ll.i.2 - 89 




















377. Williston Oil &: Gas Co. - Boeckel et gl. ff 1 
S.·i SW 10 - l44 - 88 
Gr. 2047 












2826. Sinclair 011 & Gas Co .. - August Hauck ff l 






· Poe Mbr. 
?re-Jurassic 
3492. Continental Oil Co. - Schuh ff 1 






Piner Pm .. 
- Poe M.br. 
Pre-Jurassic 
MortonCountz 
Phillius - Carter - Dakota if l 
?fr/i 29 - 136 - 81 
G!'". 1991 
Morrison Fm.. 

























lJJ. Deeu Rock Oil Corp. - H. Johnson ui->. u fi 1 














464. Pure 011 Company - Henry Gangl ff l 










National Bulk Ca:rriers. 
tiW NE 20 - 136 - 81 K.B. 1°32 
Mol"'T'ison li'm. 
Swift Fm. 




Pan American Petr. Gorp .. 






























·- --~ --- -- --- - - ---- - -- _,...,__ ___ _ 
2., gc "1 , T"'. ., "· ~- 1 .I.· ;J • .:) g.na_ ..,,!" J.8 • u:; -Xp_ • , Inc. - 1 .. dam .? • Boehm tf l 
S~ NE 11 ~ 139 - 82 
K ... E. 1861 
~iorrlson Pm. 
Swif't Pm. 











2695. Hunt Petr. Corp. - Josephine La.ncipg Bull 
et al. if 1 
NE NW q - 150 - 92 




Piner Fm • 










2779. .Norman W'. Edmund - W. A. Spletstoser # l 
1934. 
SW NW 19 - 152 - 88 
K.B. 2066 
~!orr!son Pm. 
Swi.f t .?In. 
'Rierdon f 1m. 
Piner Fm. 









Reel.foot Dev. Co., Inc. - L. & A. Bryl ff 1 












15. Carter Oil Company - E. L. Sem.ling ~ l 














Youngblood & Youngblood - Eugene Wachter if 1 
SE SW 3 - 141 - 81 













2183. Signal Lrlg. & Expl. Inc'"" - Paul Bueligen if l. 
N~i N\'i 34 - lul - 85 





• Poe I'·ibr., 
Pre-Jurassic 
3277. Sunray DX. Oil Co., - Ervin V.. Henke ff 1 
hl::. SE, l4 - 142 - 85 
K.B. 2193 
Morris on Fm .. · 


















2209. Cardinal & Great American - R. Bassel v l 
S£ NE 33 - 152 - 72 
K • .s. 1624 
Morrison Fm. 












337. E. Wilson Ge!"l'!lany & Cardinal Drill~ng Co. -
Leo Pallcn if l 
NE SE 22 - 148 - 74. 
K.B. 1891 












66.5. Caroline Hunt Trust Estate - John ftaltz, Jr. ffl 
liE NE 15 - 148 - 76 
K.B. 1792 
Morr.ison Fm. 











684. Caroline Runt ?rust Estate - J. R. Matz ff l 















- --- ·---- -- ·----
69.3. Caroline Hunt Trua t hs ta te - ~,Jal ter E .. Bauer ftl 
S~ SW 19 - 146 - 76 













735. Caroline Hunt Trust Estate - c .. A .. Pr"'eil.Ter ifl 





i?lper Pm .. 









1392. Continental Oil Co. - Delores Albrect 1t 1 · 














1581. General Crude Oil Co. - State o:f Ii. Dak. ri 1 















1605. General Crude Oil Co. - H. R. McEl•;ain tf 1 















631 .. Ohio Oil Co. - Standing Rock .:::iioux Tribal ff l 








Ql. Deeo Rock Stanolind - J. Brusich ~ l 
SE SE 8 - 135 - 98 







378. Worley & Harrell, Inc. - Jack Benz u l 



























"l I •. h.Jt' • ., T 1 0 G B ~~ ~~el_y 11 o. - · ismarek 
SW SW 16 - 135 - 100 
K.B. 2807 




· Po9 Mbr. 
Di.t.."'lbsm Bad.a 
Pre-Jura.ssic 








2805. North American - lial ter lia!nfu.ui E.state 'ii- l 
















.3383. Pan American Petr. Corp .. - Lydia Forema."'1 if l 






~ Poe hbr. 
Pre-Jurassic 
3588. Sun Oil Company Greer·- Feder::.l tf 1 





















3ll.4.. Pl:y!:louth Oil Co. - Frank A. Fischer ,;:: l 
SW NE 11 - 137 - 98 













539. William Herbert Hunt Co. - V.H. Kudrna ff l 
SW .NW 20 - 139 - 97 
K.B. 2590 
Morrison Fm .. 
S Wi ft 1'1"11. 
Rierdon Pr:1. 
Pir.,.er Fm. 
· Poe }1br. 
Pre-Jurassic 
613. Amerada Petr. Corpo - R.E. 1ewton * 1 
~~ SW 31 - 140 - q9 
:K .. B. 2697 
Morrison l<m. 
Swit't Fri. 
Rierdon !l!ll. · 
Piper Fm. 
Poe .Hbr .. 
Du..,ha:ro Beds 
:Pre-Jurassic 
657. Sun Oil Co. - w. Beaudoin# 1 




























.. n n•ar 1P rs n man 21n: !l11flllBTPI 
810. Southern Prod. Co. Inc. & Texota 011 Co. -
P!-ank J. ~fc:1.nner ff l 














850. William Herbert Hunt - Al.b.~:rt ?:r.iv:ra tsky if 1 








1466. Harry T. Thorson - wr.:i. Kalanek 5 1 
SW }Hi 32 - lu.O - 96 



















1536. Skelly Oil Company - Albert i,,eigU.'":l ff l 
3}~ NW 25 - 138 - 99 
K.5 .. 2644. 













1541. Texcta Oil Car.many - Joseph A. Kubishta ff l 
SE SW 6 - 138 - 95 







1574. Northern Pump Co. - c .. 





















1646. Harry T. Thorson J. J. Kadmas, Jr. :Ji l 
NE 5£ 31 - 140 - 96 













1935. Sinclair 011 & Gas Co. - Joseph 1'1uecke ff 1 
SE NE 29 - l.40 - 94 














200u. Skelly Oil Co. - Paul Stieg# 1 
N~ S~ O - 1J8 - 92 





- ?oe Hbr. 
Pre-Jurassic 
2075. Skelly Oil Co. - Steuhen 1-'lerrill :f l 




















2117. Tennessee Gas Transmission Co. - Gasimer 
Luletsk1 If 1 
















2496. 'l'he Atlantic Refining Co. - Anton Eberts Ti l 
SE SE 18 - 138 - 97 





Poe Mbr .. 
.Pre-Juragsie 
6068 






•• ·rmww·7 TT WW\1111 I 
3160. Amerada ?etr. Gorp. - Louis Koppinger ff 1 














3515. Continental Oi.l Go. - Christ Sto.xen if 1 









40. Barnett Drilling Inc. - John Gaier ff l 


















120. General Atlas Carbon Co. - A. Peplinski ii l 












., 1-...... I 
iJh,.. General Atlas Carbon Co. - F. Ea~thel ff l 
S~-~E 15 - 142 - 65 
.,., ';:;t 1 5"' 1..1,.~. - :,1 
Hor:::-ison Fm .. 
3wift Fm. 
Rierdon Pm. 







406.. Berman Hanson Oil Syndicate· - .r-1 .. H .. Mueller -Jr 2 












602. S.D. Johnson Drilling Co .. - J .• J .. Johnson "/1- 1 












6W.,.. Gordon B. Butterfield - Rudolph 'Irautman ff l 














668. Cal Vert Expl. Co. - Margaret Neyers ff 1 
SE SW 25 - 137 - 67 
K .. B. 1907 
Morrison Fm. 
.Swi:rt F'm. 
Rierdon F'm .. 
Pre-Jurassic 
669. Calvert Expl. Co. - Christ Rau u 1 
Sh g~ 35 - 139 - 68 




Piner Fm. · 
.Pr~-Jurassic 
670 .. Calvert Expl. Co. - D. c. Wood ff l 
SES~ 21J. - 139 - 67 






671. Calvert Expl. Co. - George Ganser ff 1 
tW SW 12 - 140 - 67 
K .. B. 1900 
672. 
.Mo:Prison Pm. 




Calvert Expl. Co. - Vincent wanzek ff l 






























673. Calvert .E.:i;;pJ. Co. 









750. Socony - Vacuum. Oil Co. - Wm. Gross Il 33-14-P 













588. William Herbert Runt - F. c. heumann ff 1 
SW SE 33-- 152 - 82 
L.P. 2086 
3080. 













Ed ¥la this 1t 
,,. ··i. 13 
Co. - ~at'l. Bulk Carriers, Inc. 
1 
~ .. !. ::,...... -
K.B. 2110 














3314 .. I• J. Wilhite - Ernest Pietsch ti 1 
S~ 3E 7 - 153 - 83 
K .. B. 2067 
Morrison F1r.1. 
.3wif't Fm. 
· R:terdon Em. 
Piner Pm. 
• Poe Mbr. 
.Pre-Jurassic 
Walls Countz 
207. Continental Oil Company - Lueth ff l 




















336. E. Wilson Germany & Cardinal 1:·rilling Co. -
Tony C. .Fa1.11 ff 1 
N~ 13 - lh8 - 73 
Gr. 1629 . 
r--1orri son Pm .. 
Swift Fm .. 
Rieroon Fm. 
Piue:r F'm. 








E. :'ilson Germany & CaT'dinal Drilling Co. -
George J. Selbe u 1 
1E NE 13 - 145 - 71 

















'.'-"· C • . I . I U 
365.. E, :iilson Germany & Cardinal Drilling Go. -
Gerhal:'t Bahr..:miller ;,: l 














iJ.25. Germany & Cardinal - 'ri. H. Dickenson tt l 














609. Caroline Runt Trust Estate - George Leitner IF l 




Piper Pm. .. 
Poe Mbr. 
Pre-Jurassic 
635. s. D. Johnsen - C. Hage~ 1 
~ENE JO - 145 - 68 
D .. P. 1762 
Mol"'!"iscn Fr1. 















642. Caroline Hu.r1t 'l'rust Estate - Obed Larsen tf 1 












689. Caroline Hunt ·rrust Ea tate - l'i. Thormodsgard kl 
'NE NE 31 - J.47 - 71 













1211. Calvert Lrilling, Inc. - Francis Zwinger ff 1 











1384. Continental Oil Co. - Board of University School 
La..YLds ff l 





Piuer Fm .. 









3296. Careinal Petr. Co. - A}bert Patzer# l 




Sw:i.rt Fm .. 
Rierdon Pr.:t. 
Piner Fm .. 
- Pee Mbr. 
Pre-Jurassic 
3728. A-oeo Oil Coro. - Arthur ~...artin ff l 




. Piper Fm. 
Poe Mbr. 
Pre-Jurassic 
3754. Apeo Oil Corporation - Mathison t 1 


























2476. Dakota Salt & Chemical Co. - ti., C. Sveen tl al.. Hl 
?LE !Hi 20 - 154 .... 100 
Mo:rri son Fro. · 
S1.,,-f f't Fm. .. 
Hiarcon Pm. 
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A TYPICAL LOG OF THE JURASSIC SYSTEM 
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